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Two Set-Theoretic Approaches to the Semantics o f Adjective-Nmn Combinations
ABSTRACT
This work addresses the problem of adjective-noun combinations. Conventionally,
adjectives belong to a hierarchy. This has the consequence that a uniform treatment of 
adjectives is imattainable—without resorting to notions such as possible worlds, which 
are difficult to map into competent computer programs.
In this work, we propose two set-theoretic approaches to the semantics of adjective-noun
combinations. The first h}^othesizes that an adjective-noun compound is a subset of its 
constituent noun. The second hypothesizes that the adjective-noun combinations can 
semantically be thought of as a set intersection involving the adjective(s) and the head 
noun of the compound.
This work argues that the class of adjectives known as "‘privative” can be accommodated 
within an existing class in the adjective hierarchy, known as “subsective”. This step is 
important for the provision of uniform treatments o f adjective-noun combinations.
The two approaches make use of types, both for gaining a finer “granularity” of analysis 
and for imposing structure on the problem domain. It is shown that the “mixture” of a 
typing system with set theory provides promising results that are manifested in the 
provision of compositional solutions to the adjective-noun combinations.
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This thesis is about one kind of problem in natural language (NL), the problem of 
adjective-noun combinations. Existing solutions are investigated and new approaches to 
uniform treatment of adjective phrases are analyzed; conclusions are made and fiiture 
work is proposed.
1.2 Computer Science, Natural Language, and Compositional 
Semantics
One of Computer Science’s ambitious goals is to create programs that are capable of 
“understanding” NL The research in NL involves, besides computer science, fields such 
as philosophy, linguistics, cognitive science, and logic.
A necessary feature of “computational” NL semantics is that of being compositional—the 
meaning of a compound should be a function of the meaning of its parts and the mode of 
syntactic combination. Thus, any approach to the semantics of NL, that is to be 
“implemented” on a computer, must adhere to this principle.
1.3 The Problem of Adjectlve-Noun Combinations
It has been conventionally noticed that adjective-noun combinations do not assume a 
uniform semantic behaviour. Some existing theories o f adjective-noun combination 
blame the adjective for this discrepancy, while other theories blame the noun.
However, the majority o f theories blame the adjective. This leads to the conclusion that 
adjectives belong to a hierarchy. According to this view, the semantic behaviour of the
University o f  Windsor, 2003 1
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adjective-noun combination is anticipated if one knows the class to which the respective 
adjective belongs to in the adjective phrase.
1.4 Approaches to Adjective-Noun Combinations
Interest in compound nominals can at least be traced back to Montague (1970), Kamp 
(1975), and Siegel (1976), amongst others. The past work on compound nominals has 
mostly been an analysis of the problem, with solutions to a limited type of adjective-noun 
combination. Yet, a lot o f work needs to be done especially on noun-noun combinations, 
which relies heavily on world knowledge, and uniform treatment of adjectives.
1.5 The Probiem Addressed in this Work
In this work, we investigate two approaches to the semantics of adjective-noun
combinations. We show that there are in fact ways that adjective phrases can be treated 
uniformly.
In the course of the investigation, we analyze a special class of adjectives called 
privatives, e.g. fictitious, fake, counterfeit etc. In this class of adjectives, as the common 
wisdom has it, the set o f objects denoted by a compound containing such an adjective is 
characterized by not being a subset o f the objects denoted by the noun alone. We argue 
for an analysis contrary to that of conventional view. The new analysis helps in providing 
a uniform treatment o f adjectives.
1.6 Types
The term “type” is used in many disciplines: Mathematics, Linguistics, Philosophy, and 
Computer Science. The unifying theme for the use of types is to impose stracture on the
domain of interest.
Types are essential to our current work. Specifically, type-endowed sets are capable of 
better representing the complexity of natural-language expressions.
University o f Windsor, 2003
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1 J  The Subsective Approach to Adjective-noun Combinations
In chapter 7, we present an analysis of adjectives that results in the re-organization of the 
conventional adjective hierarchy. In particular, the class of adjectives known as privative 
is treated as being subsective. Consequently, we argue that adjectives are generally 
subsective; some of these adjectives are also intersective.
1.8 Semantics of multiple-adjective compounds
Chapter 8 presents a treatment of adjective phrases that contain more than one adjective 
and a head noun.
1.9 Implementation: the subsective version
In chapter 9, we present an implementation to adjective-noun combinations based on the 
analysis given in chapter 7. Strategies for the implementation and examples o f execution 
are presented.
1.10 Analysis of Subsective Approach
Chapter 10 discusses the implementation of the subsective approach presented in chapter
9. Aspects of the implementation such as compositionality and validity o f inferences as 
well as the shortcomings of the approach are discussed.
1.11 The Intersective Approach to Adjectlve-Noun Combinations
Chapter 11 presents an approach to adjective-noun combinations under the claim that “ail 
adjectives can be semantically treated as set intersection”.
This approach makes extensive use of types. In this view a set contains typed elements. 
This conception makes it possible that adjectives and common nouns are represented 
differently. We argue this difference in representation mirrors their ontological 
differences.
University o f Windsor, 2003
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1.12 Conclusion
We conclude that adjectives are systematic in their behaviour and can be treated within 
set theory.
1.13 Thesis Statement
Despite their apparent semantic discrepancies, adjectives are systematic in their 
behaviour and can uniformly be treated within set theory. In support of this hypothesis, 
we propose two approaches: one subsective, and one intersective. These approaches, we 
argue, are both compositional and computationally tractable.
We also argue that the class of adjectives known in the literature as privative can be 
analyzed as belonging to the subsective class. This step is crucial in our argument for the
uniform semantic behaviour of adjectives.
University o f Windsor, 2003
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Chapter 2 
COMPUTER SCIENCE, NATURAL LANGUAGE AND
COMPOSITIONAL SEMANTICS
2.1 Natural Language
Language is at the nexus of human cognition. It is what sets humans apart from other 
species. Linguistic competence by native speakers, even at a young age with no explicit 
training, has puzzled philosophers for centuries. Bell (1996) writes:
It is astonishing what language can do. With a few  syllables it can 
express an incalculable number o f  thoughts, so that even i f  a thought 
has been grasped by an inhabitant o f the Earth for the very first 
time, v  form o f  words can be found in which it will be understood by 
someone else to whom it is entirely new.
It is not a surprise that the study of language occupied centre stage for the bulk o f the past 
two centuries. Fine minds tried to unlock the mysteries of language; these include Gottlob 
Frege, Bertrand Russell, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Rudolf Camap, and Richard Montague. In 
appreciation of its complexity, Allen Turing (1950) set out his famous, but debatable, test 
as a criterion of intelligence, which roughly states a computer program is intelligent if  it 
can pass a natural-language competence test More than 50 years has passed and the 
world is still awaiting such a program.
Despite the complexity o f natural languages and being described by some linguists and 
philosophers as unsystematic, two daring hypotheses were advanced in the past century: 
one at the syntactic level, advanced by Noam Chomsky, and the other at the semantic 
level, advanced by Richard Montague. Peregrin (1997) states that formalization of natural 
language—as conceived by authors such Camap, Tarski, Morris, and articulated in 
Montague (1974)—seems to be established on the view that language consists of: i) a list 
o f words, i.e. the lexicon; ii) a set o f rules for generating new expressions from the basic
University o f Windsor, 2003 5
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ones, i.e. the syntax; Hi) an assignment of some basic set-theoretic objects to the basic 
expressions of the language; and, iv) an assignment of operations over the set-theoretic
objects to complex expressions^ It seems that the bulk of research in language is either in 
line uith these hypotheses, stimulated by them, or provoked by them, with AI as the 
testing ground.
2.1.1 Semiotics
All species have certain forms of communication. Communication can be verbal or non­
verbal. A bee, for example, indicates to its peers the distance to the source of food by 
dancing; monkeys produce different cries that are understood by the rest of the herd, as 
warning signs that a predator is approaching, for example.
Semiotics is the systematic study of signs. There are three types of signs: indices, icons,
and symbols. Different species use some of these signs for communicatioii. Human 
language stands out as the only form of communication that involves the use of all forms
of signs.
2.1.2 Sign Forms
In its widest form, a sign signifies (or stands for) something in the world, i.e., its 
meaning. An indexical sign is a means of pointing at some thing(s) within the observable 
reach of the communicating parties involved in some sort o f communication. Gestures, 
finger pointing, facia! expressions, and signs are example o f indexical signs.
An iconic sign is a means of communication using some form of perceptual images that
bear close resemblance to the thing in the world. TMs type of communication was used 
by ancient cultures. For example, in ancient Egypt it was extensively used. TMs is 
indicated by the name of the language of ancient Egypt, know as hieroglyphics.
Nowadays, we still use icons such as that of a heart, wMch symbolizes love, and more 
recently icons are used extensively in the software industry.
* In fact, Montague’s approach assigns fimctions, not set-theoretic semantic objects to expressions of the
language. See Dowty et al (1981).
University o f Windsor, 2003
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The third, most important and more complex form of commnnicatioiis is the use o f 
symbolic signs. What distinguishes this form from the other two forms of signs is that the 
symbols used in communication have no natural resemblance with the thing(s) 
represented. Word forms, and stop signs are examples of this system of signs. Another 
example is the word beauty, which bears no visual relation to its meaning.
Indexical signs are considered to be the most primitive form of communication. They 
cannot go beyond the time-place proximity where the communication process takes 
place. This kind of sign characterizes animal communication. However, humans make an 
extensive use of it in their daily life.
Iconic signs may range from simple to complex in their expressiveness. In their simplest 
form, they bear a plain resemblance to their designata; and, in their sophisticated form 
they are highly stylistic, as is evident in logos of companies, and sporting and artistic 
events.
Symbolic signs fall totally within the human-cognitive capability. The use of symbols 
requires transcendence over the time-place dimension. This is because humans require 
more tools for communication than mere pointing or replicating things that physically 
exist within the range o f their auditory or visual systems. Humans want and are capable 
of talking about things that do not exist “here” and “now”, even about things that never 
existed, such as figures in mythologies. Also, humans want to talk about things that exist 
out of the realm of time and space, i.e. abstract things. Another unique characteristic of 
symbols is that they can be used reflexively, i.e. symbols can mention other symbols.
The distinction between the different forms of signs is depicted in Figure 2-1 (Dirven and 
Verspoor, 1998).
University o f Windsor, 2003
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Based on contiguity
Link form & meaning
I n d e x
Link fonn & meaning
I c o n
on similarity




Figure 2-1: Liiiks in the three types of signs (Dirven and Verspoor, 199B; 4)
As Figure 2-1 shows, there is a link between form and meaning in the cases o f indexical
and iconic signs— îndicated by solid aixow. The link between symbols and meaning, 
however, is arbitrary—this arbitrariness is indicated by a dashed line in the figure.
Despite its symbolic nature, language makes use of the other two forms of signs, i.e., 
indexical and iconic signs. The indexicality effect in the (symbolic) language is evident in 
words such as here, there, I, you, we, now, etc. Similarly, the iconic effect can be found 
in very obvious cases in words such as the cry of a cat’s meow, and the more subtle cases 
as in word order—the subject, the verb, and the object in English sentences, for instance.
2.1.3 Structure of language
The division of semiotics— t̂he discipline that studies systems of signs in all their 
manifestations— înto the three parts of syntax, semantics, and pragmatics is widely 
acknowledged, in philosophy and linguistics. TMs trichotomy can be traced back to the 
philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce (1839-1914). TMs trichotomy is described in Charles 
Morris (Sowa, 2000). Morris systematically articulated what he called the theory of signs 
(or “semiotics”) into the three parts: syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. Each of these 
parts is defined by its subject matter. Pragmatics is defined as the study o f the relations of 
signs to interpreters. Semantics is the study of the relations of signs to the objects to 
wMch the signs are applicable. Syntax is the study of the formal relations of signs to one 
another.
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Camap accepted Peirce’s threefold classification of semiotics into syntax, semantics and 
pragmatics, and added his own definitions for each part. Carnap’s conception of 
pragmatics, semantics, and syntax goes as follows: “If, in an investigation explicit 
reference is made to the speaker, or, to put it in more general terms, to the user o f the 
language, then we assign it to the field of pragmatics.., If we abstract from the user o f the 
language and analyze only the expressions and their designata, we are in the field of 
semantics, and if, finally, we abstract from the designata also and analyze only the 
relations between the expressions, we are in (logical) syntax”(Lyons, 1977).
In the natural language understanding (NLU) literature and linguistics this division is 
further elaborated to include more parts. Allan (1995), lists the following levels of 
analysis in NLU
• Phonetic and phonological knowledge. This level investigates the relation 
between words and the sound, generated by the human-speech-producing organs, 
that realizes them.
• Morphological knowledge. Morphology investigates how words are constructed
from more basic units called morphemes. For example, the comparative adjective 
‘richer’ is composed of the lexeme ‘rich’ and the suffix ‘er’.
® Syntactic knowledge. The syntax determines which word combinations are 
allowed. That is, the syntactic well formedness.
® Semmtics knowledge. Semantics investigates word meanings and how the 
meaning of an expression is determined from the meaning of its constituent 
words.
• Pragmatics knowledge. Pragmatic knowledge is concerned with determining 
how sentences are used in different situations and how use affects the 
interpretation of the sentence.
• Discourse knowledge. Discourse knowledge takes a wider approach for arriving 
at an appropriate inteipretation of a certain utterance that goes beyond a single 
sentence. Such knowledge can be used, among other things, to resolve anaphoric 
ambiguity.
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•  W orld knowledge. Language users employ knowledge about the world in order
to conduct successful communication. Such knowledge is necessary in order to 
understand each other’s goals and beliefs.
Furthermore, Allen provides the following example, which aims at providing a clear 
distinction between syntax, semantics, and pragmatics (in an initial statement to a NLU 
text book):
1. Language is one of the ftmdamental aspects of human behaviour and is cmcial 
a component of our lives.
2. Green frogs have large noses.
3. Green ideas have large noses.
4. Large have green ideas nose.
Sentence (1) is in accordance with the grammar of English, semantically well formed, 
and reiatedness to the context (i.e. NLU content) makes it a plausible sentence. Sentence 
(2) is both grammatically and semantically acceptable, but fails on the pragmatic account. 
Sentence (3) is syntactically well formed, but fares badly on the both the semantic—for it 
cannot be affirmed or denied in a coherent way— and pragmatic accounts. Finally, 
sentence (4) fails on all accounts.
This division of labour of semiotics, as stated above, is usually applied to both 
constructed and natural languages. It seems that the Peirce-Morris’s three-part division is
generally accepted within the AI community (at least classical AI). However, this 
trichotomy of semiotics has not gone unchallenged. For example the distinction betw''een 
syntax and semantics as in (3) is not clear, and it is theory-dependent.
2.1.4 Lexical Morphemes
Language is a system that is composed of vocabulary and string of words formed in
accordance with the grammar of the language. TMs definition suggests that words are the 
smallest units in the language. However, some words can be analyzed further into more
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basic units or morphemes. MorphoBCS are traditionally defined to be the smallest 
meaning&l unit in the language— t̂his definition is controvereial as is evident in a word 
such as cranberry, where the morpheme cran has no clear meaning as opposed to the 
berry. Morphemes are of two types, grammatical and lexical. A morpheme, grammatical 
or lexical, can be basic or free or bound. Words are built out of these two types. For 
example, a fi*ee morpheme such as ‘teach’ can combine with an affix er to form the word 
‘teacher’. In this example ‘teach’ is a free morpheme while the postfix er is a bound 
morpheme. Thus, free morphemes can alone function as words, while bound morphemes 
cannot.
Composite words can mainly be built in two ways: compounding and derivation. A 
compound consists of two free morphemes, as in ‘physics book’; and, a derivation 
consists of a free morpheme and one or more bound morphemes, as in ‘lawlessness’. 
Complex types of composites may involve one or more of the above, e.g., ‘music-loving 
child’, ‘prehistoric creature’, etc.
2.1,5 Words and Lexemes
The term ‘word’ is pre-theoretica! and can have different senses. Linguists use the more 
technical term ‘lexeme’ to represent an abstract linguistic entity, which might be realized 
by different word forms. These forms can be orthographic—as a string o f certain shape 
on a paper, for instance, or phonological—as generated by the auditory system. A 
conventional dictionary lists the citation forms of lexemes of the language, not the 
lexemes themselves. Thus, for example, the lexeme ‘write’ has the citation form write 
and the forms writes, wrote, etc. New lexemes can be generated from existing ones by 
means of derivation. Lexemes can be simple as well as complex. Phrases such as ‘red 
herring’ and ‘kick the bucket’ are also referring to lexemes that are distinct form word- 
lexemes. This point is made clear by Lyons (1977,p 23 f :  “ Roughly speaking, we can 
say that lexemes are the words and phrases that a dictionary would list under a separate 
entry.”
■ In this report and following Lyons(ibid) we will use single quotes to indicate lexemes.
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2,1.6 Grammatical Morphemes
The morphological effects are also evident in the grammar as well as the lexicon. 
Grammatical morphemes distinguish two types of morphemes, free morphemes like the 
particle to in to go and bound morphemes like the third person ending 5 in He loves her. 
This combination of bound grammatical morpheme, i.e. s and word such as love is called 
inflected form. The free grammatical morphemes, also called functional words, are to be 
contrasted with content words such as dog or love. The combination of a function word 
with one or more content words is called a syntactic group.
2.2 Computer Science and Natural Language
It is of a great interest to Computer Science and its sub-field Artificial Intelligence to 
produce competent applications that model human cognition. Interest in language comes 
to the fore. Research in natural language involves text-based and dialogue-based 
applications. Text-based applications include information retrieval from databases, inter-
natural-language translations, and text summarizatioii.
Dialogue-based applications involve human-machine communication, directly or using 
computer input peripherals such as keyboards. Examples o f such applications are 
database question-answering systems, educational systems, automatic customer service 
on phones or over the Internet, etc.
It is worth mentioning that it is not sufficient for an application to receive a string of 
characters in some natural language and produce some kind of response to qualify as 
“understanding” natural language. For example, current Internet search engines do a very 
good job in responding to some query posed by Internet users. Such systems match the 
query against some keywords associated with the documents. These systems do not seem 
to understand the phrases in the queries. This is evident from the many irrelevant 
documents that are retrieved as potential responses for the query. The methods that are 
used in these systems apply bmte-force techniques that are far from being real 
understanding. Understanding involves the creation of representations for the target data 
and query. Also, in dialogue applications, accumulating information as the dialogue goes
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on is essential; in effect, representation goes beyond phrases and sentences and towards 
building a discourse representation.
2.3 Compositional Semantics of Natural Language
2.3.1 Compositionality: motivation
One of the puzzles that face scholars o f natural language is the ability o f language users 
to grasp/produce (almost) infinitely many utterances. Yet a user has finite mental 
resources, e.g. memory. A reasonable explanation of such a phenomenon is that a 
language user knows the meaning of the individual lexemes and the rules for building 
complex phrases from simpler compounds. These lexemes retain their meanings in 
whatever utterances they participate in. For example, the lexeme ‘kick’ has the same 
meaning in the following utterances:
(2-1)
a) The boy kicked the ball.
b) The boy kicked the dog.
c) The horse kicked Ms jockey.
This observation led to the formulation of what has become known in the semantics 
literature as the Principle o f  Compositionality, PC. PC states that the meaning of an 
expression is a function of the meaning of its constituents and the mode of combination. 
Another definition of compositionality is postulated as the existence of a homomorphism
from syntax to semantics (Partee et al, 1990).
Unfortunately, not all natural-Ianguage expressions have straightforward or even known 
rules that reveal how they are compositionally composed. Kicked in the old man kicked 
the bucket seans to have lost its regular meaning. Also, modal expressions and some 
compound nominais seem to be difficultly accommodated within PC. This is a challenge 
that semanticists must take in order to show that their systems have general applicability.
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2.3.2 Formalizing the Principle of Compositionality
Many authors (e.g. Zadrozny (1992, 1994, 1999), Hirst (1988, 1987), Kamp & Partee 
(1995), and Janssen (1997)) stress that PC, as stated above, is not formal. In criticizing 
Woods (1967, 1968) as being non-compositional, Hirst (1988) suggests that PC should be
rephrased as follows in order for it to be formal:
“The meaning of the whole is a systematic meaning of the parts”
Zadrozny (1992) agrees with Hirst’s analysis and further suggests providing a formal 
account of systematicity. Zadrozny claims that without these changes to the PC 
statement, PC is vacuous.
Kamp & Partee (1995) states that clarifying the following notions is a minimum 
requirement in order for PC to be precise:
( 2-2)
a) A theory of lexical semantics in order to account for the smallest parts.
b) Specification of the part-whole structure.
c) Specification of the functions responsible for calculating the meaning of 
wholes from their parts.
In Montague’s M ^ y  formalized system (b) and (c) are accounted for by the use o f a 
strongly typed system and the mapping o f syntactic rules into semantic rules such that for 
every syntactic rule there is a semantic rule that computes the meaning of the whole from 
its constituents. Montague’s approach appears to satisfy all of the above definitions of 
compositionality.
2.3.3 Accounting for Compositionality
In logic, as Janssen (1997) notes, PC is taken for granted. Fropositional logic is an 
obvious case where compositionality is adhered to; the meaning of a logical formula is its
trath-value, and the meaning of a compound formula is a function of the trath-values of
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its parts. In predicate logic, due to quantification, the intopretation process is more 
complicated, but ultimately it is compositional.
Compositionality occupies centre stage in programming languages. Programming 
languages have come long way: from primitive instructions that control the hardware, i.e. 
machine language, to full-fledged languages with syntax and semantics. This enabled 
computer scientists to prove or disprove the correctness of an algorithm. Such concerns 
are the realm o f Denotation semantics.
Because of the diversity and complexity o f natural-Ianguage expressions, accounting for 
compositionality is not straightforward. For example, consider the treatment o f the noun 
phrase the US president in the following examples:
( 2-3)
a) The US president is traveling to Europe.
b) The US president was assassinated in 1963.
The expression the US president extensionally denotes two distinct individuals. Thus, it 
would seem contradictory to PC. Intuitively, this is due to the time-variability factor. 
Once such a time variability is incorporated into the notion of meaning, as suggested by 
Lewis (1970), compositionality is maintained. This is achieved by considering noun
phrases as functions with indices as domain and individuals as values o f the functions, 
i.e. intensions. Thus, in (2-3-a) and (2-3-b) when the noun phrase The US president is 
treated as a function, compositionality is maintained.
In the philosophy of language, writers such as Frege, Camap, Lewis, and Montague are 
among the main contributors to the provision of a compositional account o f natural- 
Ianguage expressions. Montague’s PTQ is a classical work in providing compositional 
interpretation of a fragment of English. In this work, Montague resorted to more abstract 
notions of meaning, as was shown in his well-known Intensionai Logic {IE). However, 
because of its invocation of higher order-logic and notions such as possible worlds, IL (in 
its original form) is not readily transferable into a computer program, i.e. machine-
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tractable. Also, as stated in Hirst (1988), Montague semantics is truth-conditional, “ [In 
AI] we are interested not so much whether a state of affairs is or could be true in some 
possible world, but rather in the state of affairs itself’. Consequently, semantic theories 
such as Knowledge-base semantics suit AI applications more.
It should be noted that Frost and Boulos (2002) regards Montague semantics not as tmth- 
fonctionai They ignored the intensionai logic and implement Montague’s semantics 
directly (although they convert the fiinction space of Montague’s semantic ontology to set 
theory).
2.3.4 Compositionality and the Semantics of adjective-noun combinations 
Adjectival phrases are of great interest to scholars who are concerned with 
compositionality. It turns out that, though syntactically simple, adjective-noun 
combinations do not exhibit a simple homomorphism between syntax and semantics. This 
leads some authors to go as far as arguing against compositionality, e.g. see Lahav 
(1989).
This thesis is concerned with the compositionality of adjective-noun combinations such 
as “red car”, “former senator”, and “beautiful dancer”. Some of these combinations such
as ‘Ted car” have simple compositional semantics. Other combinations are more 
problematic, as discussed in more detail in chapter 7.
Suppose the syntax of adjective-noun combinations is:
an adj noun
then, the challenge is to determine the function F  in the semantic rule: where || x jf 
represents the denotation ofx.
| | a n |  =  F (|ad y |, |« o m /i ||)
‘ The symbols “|  | ” represent the interpretation fimction.
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In this works we mill provide semantic accounts of privative adjectives and adjectives in 
general that are both compositionai and set-theoretic, within the framework of 
denotational semantics.
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Chapter 3 
THE PROBLEM OF COMPOUND NOMINALS
3.1 Types of Compounding
There are different types of compounding. They are syntactically motivated. 
Phonoiogically, the first element in the compound receives the main stress. However, it is 
generally the second element that determines the compound’s new word class. In turn, 
the head of the compound belongs to one of the three major word classes, noun, verb, or 
adjective. The following examples illustrate these different combinations:
( 3-1) Noun Compounds
a) kitchen chair, wheei-chair (noun + noun)
b) rocking chair, swivel chair {verb + noun)
c) Mghchair, easy chair {adjective + noun)
d) over dose, over imagination (preposition^ noun)
The semantics o f noun compounds is determmed by the semantics o f their constituents. 
Typically, nouns denote stable states, (transitive) verbs denote relations, and adjectives 
can denote both. World knowledge is essential in determining the correct meaning of 
compounds. For example, criminal lawyer is typically not a lawyer who is criminal. 
Rather a lawyer who takes criminal cases. Similarly, alligator shoes are not shoes wore 
by alligator. Rather shoes made of alligator skin.
(3-2) Verb Compoands
a) to vacuum-clean, to manhandle noun + verb
b) to sleep-walk, to blow-dry verb + verb
c) to dry-clean, to highlight adjective + verb
As Dirven and Verspoor (1998) observe, verb compounds usually denote an event in the 
head of the compound, while the first constituent indicates the circumstances under 
which the event occurs.
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(3-3)
Adjective Compounds
(a) colour-blind, duty-free noun + adjective
(b) soaking-wet, stinking-rich verb + adjective
(c) dark-blue, pale-yellow adjective + adjective
In (3-3), the adjective head is farther specified by the first element of the compound; in 
(3-3-a) the noun provides the field to which the adjective head applies; in (3-3-b) the verb 
has a sense of “very”; and, (3-3-c) the first adjective further specifies the shade of color 
denoted by the head adjective.
3.2 Modifier-head versus compound
Compounds can be dissimilar semantically and phonologically. This is illustrated in the 
following examples:
( 3-4) Compound {idiomatic) Modifier-head (compositionat)
(a) 'black board (e) black board
(b) 'paper basket (f) paper basket
(c)'brick factory (g) brick factory
(d) 'toy store (h) toy store
The compounds (3-4-a) to (3-4-d) have one main stress usually on the first element of
the compound, while modifier-head—called “syntactic group” by Dirven and Verspoor 
(1998)—receive a primary stress on the second element o f the compound and a 
secondary stress on the first element of the compound.
Semantically, in the compounds, i.e. (3-4-a) to (3-4-d), the sum of the meanings of the 
composing elements is not equal to the meaning of the compound (ibid). A board in 
'black board is not necessarily black, and a basket in 'paper basket is not necessarily 
made of paper-—it is used for disposable papers. Similarly, a store in 'toy store is not a 
toy. Instead, it is a store that sells toys. These examples are to be contrasted with the 
examples in (3-4-e) to (3-4-h). For example, a toy store is a toy. Toy in this example
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functions as an adjective, which according to Kamp and Partee (1995) means “a toy 
version of
The compounds are heavily context-dependent. Thus, an adequate semantic treatment for 
them must rely on encyclopedic knowledge. Generally speaking, compounds, in the 
senses illustrated above, originate as syntactic compounds. They acquire a more 
specialized meaning by virtue of frequent use. as in ‘country house'. It is due to this fact 
that new (compound) lexemes are included into the dictionary. For example, due to the 
increased use o f the Internet and the popularity of the World Wide Web, m ore recent 
dictionaries contam compounds such as ‘Internet cafe’ or ‘chat room’.
This work is concerned with providing a semantic account for adjective-noun 
combinations, which are compositional, as opposed to those having fixed meaning. Thus,
when we say compound nominais, we mean those that admit compositional 
interpretation.
3.3 Overview of Nouns and Adjectives
A noun denotes a class of things that falls under its denotation. The meaning o f  the noun 
can be modified. Noun qualification is a task mainly achieved through another member of 
the syntactic category: the adjective. An adjective usually denotes some properties 
denoted by the noun it combines with, as mainstream linguistic tradition has it. This 
semantic relation between an adjective and its head noun is expressed by Jespersen 
(1929, see Raskin and Nirenburg (1995)). He notes that adjectives are more applicable 
than nouns (termed ‘substantives’ by Jespersen). Jespersen states:
on the whole, substantives are more special than adjectives, 
they are applicable to fewer objects than adjectives, in the 
parlance o f logicians, the extension o f  a substantive is less, and 
its intension is greater than that o f  an adjective.
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Syatactically, as the traditional literature has it, and as stated in Lyons (1977; 438-439), 
attributive adjectives act as modifiers to the nouns they combine with. However, Lyons 
realizes that this statement about adjectives is not universally valid, or at least 
questionable, regarding some subclasses of adjectives. This can be demonstrated by 
considering the following examples (from Raskin and Nirenburg, 1995);
(3-5)
a) This is a good book i.e. attributive use
b) This book is good i.e. predicative use
In (3-5) the good is (syntactically) used attributively in (3-5-a) and non-attributively (i.e.
predicatively) in (3-5-b).
There are some peculiarities that adjectives have as Lyons (ibid) notes: contrary to nouns, 
adjectives are usually defined (by dictionaries) by appealing to syntax rather than
semantics; there are languages that do not have adjectives in their syntactic categories; in 
such languages adjectives’ semantics spans over that o f typical verbs and typical nouns.
3.4 Compound Nominais: problems
The grammars o f many languages allow the combination of notin(s)/adj ective(s) with the 
head noun to form a compound nominal. The semantics interpretation o f  such a 





Each of these compounds expresses different semantic relationships between the modifier 
and its head noun. That is, there is no easily-recognizable pattern that accounts for their 
semantics.
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Similarly, adjective-noun combmations exhibit variation in semantics interpretations. 
Consider the following adjectival phrases:
(3-7)
a) red apple.
b) skilful surgeon; beautiful dancer; old friend.
c) potential candidate.
d) fake  gun.
e) holy grail.
Intuitively, adjectives constrain the domains denoted by the noun they modify. 
Alternatively, they denote some properties of things denoted by the noun. If we consider 
the head noun as a predicate or a set, the effect that an adjective has is to reduce the 
extension of the set denoted by the noun to a subset of it. This applies to (3-7-a) and (3-7- 
b) above, but not (3-7-c) and (3-7-d). Further (3-7-a) and (3-7-b) are not amenable to the 
same semantic treatment since red in (3-7-a) is semantically different from skilful in (3-7-
b). The former can be semantically represented as an intersection o f the denotation of two 
predicates while the latter cannot. Adjectives such as red are called intersectives while 
those similar to skilful are called subsectives.
Adjectives such as those in (3-7-c) and (3-7-d) are non-subsective. In (3-7-c), a potential 
candidate could be a candidate but could equally be otherwise. Other adjectives in this 
class are possible and likely. This class of adjectives has modal behaviour. Therefore, a
modal-theoretic approach to this class of adjectives seems promising.
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Chapter 4
________ APPROACHES TO ADJECTIVE-NOUN COMBINATIONS
This chapter presents a survey to approaches and analyses involving a special kind of 
compound nominal: adjective-iioun combinations.
4.1 Quirk et al (1985)
For Quirk et al, adjectives can be classified semantically into three subclasses. These are
stative/dynamic, gradabie/nongradable, and inherent/noninherent.
The stative/dynamic view of adjectives is compatible with those expressed by (Givon, 
1984). In such a view, adjectives occupy a middle position on a scale, with nouns and 
verbs at two opposing extremes. This is evident in the case of adjectives derived from 
nouns. Such adjectives are seen to be more stable—i.e., they attribute stable properties to 
entities denoted by the noun they combine with. This is to be contrasted with other 
adjectives, which seem to express transitory properties to activities or behaviours—.e.g. 
‘PlayfoF. Stative and dynamic adjectives can be told apart by means of the combination 
with the verb ‘to be’ and imperative verbs. The adjectives ‘tall’ and ‘unreasonable’ in 
(11) are examples of the static/dynamic distinction, respectively.
(4-1)
a) The boy is tall versus * The boy is being tall
b) The boy is being unreasonable.
Gradability is another way of distinguishing adjectives. All dynamic adjectives are 
gradable, whereas most stative adjectives are non-gradable. This is usually achieved 
through the use of adverbs such as ‘very’, or by means of the morphological comparative 
and superlative. In fact, Quirk et al are examples of scholars who believe that the
criterion of g'adability is such a defining property of adjectives whereby the status of
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relational'^ adjectives is questionable of being truly adjectives. Some scholars go the 
distance by describing relational adjectives as “pseudo-adjectives” (Maurel, 1993) and 
Melis-uchulu, 1991).
Inherent adjectives characterize the referent of the noun they combine with, while the 
noninherent do not. This is illustrated by the following key examples:
(4-2)
a) That is my old friend
b) That is an old man
Old in the first example characterizes the intension of the noun ‘friend’, hence, it is 
noninherent. While old in the second example modifies the referent, hence, it is inherent. 
Quirk et al, also, use the inherent/non-inherent argument as a distinguishing criterion 
between adjectives at the syntactic level. Based on that view, aon-inherent adjectives are 
typically attributive, and some can be predicative as in (4-3), (from Peters and Peters, 
2000)
{4-3) That Student is new
4.2 Muffy Siegel (1976)
Siegel observes that the part of speech traditionally called “adjective” in fact underlies 
two syntactically and semantically distinct classes as discussed below:
(4-4)
CLASS I CLASS II




ad-common nouns one-place predicates
* Relational adjectives are morphologicafly derived from nouns (i.e. denominal) or derived from verbs (i.e. 
deverbal). Syntactically, they appear only attributively. Semantically, they are neither gradable nor 
comparable. Medical in That is a medical doctor is an example of a relational adjective.
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CN/CN t/'e or t///e
Where CN/CN, t/e, and t///e are (syntactic) categorial grammar notation, CN/CN 
designates the category that take a conimon noun to form a common noun, i.e. the 
attributive adjectives, while t/e or t///e designates things that take an entity to form a 
sentences, i.e. predicates. Siegel uses “t///e” to distinguish predicative adjectives from 
other predicates such as intransitive verbs that are assigned the category “t/e”.
Siegel provides syntactic and semantic arguments to support her claim. Consequently, an 
adjective, according to Siegel’s analysis, can be exclusively reference-modifying (class I
in (4-4) such as ‘veteran’, exclusively referent-modifying (class II in (14)) such as 
‘carnivorous’, or both such as ‘beautiful’, as in (15).
(4-5)
Maria is a beautiful dancer.
(4-5) has two readings. One reading describes Maria’s physical beauty. In this reading 
beautiful has absolute sense, for it describes the referent of “dancer”. This is expressed as 
set intersection involving the denotations of the predicates Beautiful and Dancer, the 
intersective reading. Since this reading involves the referent of dancer^ it is extensional. 
In the other reading, the meaning of beautiful is relative to that of the noun ‘dancer’. It 
says that, “Maria dances beautifully”. Since entertaining this thought involves knowledge 
about dancing, it is intensionai. In set-theoretical terms, it says that Maria belongs to the 
set of dancers—the subsective reading. These readings are possible since beautiful, 
according to Siegel, belongs to two distinct syntactic categories, i.e. CN/CN for the 
subsective reading and t/7/e for the intersective reading, and two distinct semantic types, 
i.e. (according to Montague Grammar) « s ,  « s ,e > , t » ,  « s ,e > , t »  for the subsective 
reading and « s ,e > , t> for the intersective reading. This behavior o f the adjective 
‘beautiM’ and many others, lead Siegel to advance her theory of double adjectives.
The syntactic position of the adjectives doesn’t readily reveal this behavior. However, the
attributive-only (“prenominal”) o f the category CN/CN are reference-modifying, while
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the predicative-only adjectives of the category t///e are referent-modifying, But, 
according to the author, the majority of adjectives can occur in both positions, as CN/CN 
and as t///e, see the Appendix A.
Siegel provides rules (4-6) and (4-7) to account for the predicate-to-prenominal and 
prenominai-to-predicate transformation of the adjectives, respectively.
(4-6)
CNi {which, that, who) be ADJt///e ADJt///eCNi
(4-7)
be a [ADJ]cn/cn Acn be [ADJ]cn//cn 
Where “A” is a variable o f type ‘common noun’.
Using rales {4-6} and (4-7), Siegel accounts for the ambiguity of (4-8) between the
intersective and non-intersective readings.
(4-8) That lutist is good.
Thus, according to rules (4-6) and (4-7), (4-8) can have the following readings .
(4-9)
a) That lutist is a goodcN/CN
b) That lutist is goodt///e
The dummy common noun “A” is understood to be lutist. However, Siegel leaves open 
the possibility of having a different common noun that might be supplied to the semantics 
by the linguistic or pragmatic context, e.g. That lutist is a good golfer.
An adjective can be in a prenominal position as a part of the predicate, as in (4-10).
C 4-10)
That is a good lutist.
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In. (4-10), although good is in the prenominal position, it is still ambiguous. It has the 
following two possible readings.
(4-11)
a) That lutist is a goodcwcN Intist
b) That is a lutist who is goodt///e
Siegel uses the consistency test, as many authors do, to tell apart the intensionai and
extensional adjectives. This test roughly states that when an intersective adjective 
combines with co-extensive nouns, the resulting noun phrases remain co-extensive.
As with regard to scalar (or “relative”) adjectives, Siegel supports Kamp’s (1975) 
argument that scalar adjectives should be classified as type t///e other than type CN/CN. 
Despite the apparent observation that scalar adjectives fail the consistency test. This is 
due to context and/or the vagueness of scalar adjectives. Siegel notes that vague and 
context-dependent intersectives can be rephrased with Jbr-phrase as in John is tall fo r  a 
10-year old boy; while non-intersective adjectives can be rephrased with as, e.g. skilful as 
a football player. Siegel concludes that there are no adjectives o f type CN/CN that can 
function as scalar adjectives. On the other hand, not all t///e adjectives are scalar.
4.3 Wheeler (1972)
Wheeler (1972) notes that some attributes create intensionai contexts others do not. For 
example, if  John is a tall man, and all and only men are featherless bipeds then John is a 
tall featherless biped is valid. However, the adjective ‘good’ does create an intensionai 
context as in i f  Jack is a good nail-hammerer and all and only nail-hammerers are
carpenters it doesn’t follow that Jack is a good carpenter, for Jack might only master the 
very one aspect of carpentry which is nail hammering.
Wheeler challenges the-then-conventional wisdom of treating adjectives as one-place 
predicates in analyzing attributives (be it an adjective or an adverb). Instead he suggests 
the use of a binary relation and a membership sentence expressing the relatedness
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between the individual and the class to which the individual belongs. Thus a sentence 
such as John is a tall man is rendered:
Tall(j, (y is a m an)) & j e  (y is a man).
This formula says, “John is a tall relative to the class of men, and John is a man”. The 
emphases here are on the reading of the first conjunct. The first conjunct cannot be read 
as “John is a tall man” since the second conjunct implies such reading. Instead it should 
be read, “John is tall relative to the class of men”. This phrasing allows Wheeler to 
account for negation effectively. For example, the negation of the sentence Worf is not a 
tall man is as (4-12-b).
(4-12)
a) Worf is not a tall man.
b) - 1  [Tall (w,^x(x is a man)) & w g ^x( x is a man))]
-5 Tall (w,'^x(x is a man)) v  -i [ w e  ^x( x is a man))]
This analysis admits the case where Worf, the science fiction Star Trek figure, is not even
considered a man.
Wheeler applies this analysis to other cases such as Maria is a beautiful dancer. This 
analysis is represented in (4-13).
(4-13)
a) Maria is a beautiful dancer.
b) Beautifiil( m, (y is a dancer)) & me 'y  (y is human)
Wheeler’s use of sets as a second argument in the relation between an individual (or a 
thing) and the respective set was criticized by Platts (1979). Platts used the co-extensive 
expressions xenates and cordates, creatures with kidney and heart, respectively, as a 
counterexample.
(4-14)
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a) Fido is a big renate.
b) Fido is a big cordate.
In the actual world these two expressions are co-extensive, so whatever is said about 
renates and turned out to be true it is also true about cordates, by virtue of co- 
extensionality. However, one can imagine a different world where these two predicates
have different extensions. Or as Chalmers (2001) puts it, “they are cognitively and
rationally distinct.” Thus, Wheeler’s analysis would fail to hold.
To overcome this shortcoming, it was natural for Platts to take an intensionai approach 
instead. Accordingly, the second argument to the two-place predicate is now a property. 
Given this analysis, (4-14) is given the representation in (4-15).
(4-15)
a) big (f, i  y[ y is a renate])
b) big (f, 1  y[ y is a cordate])
The lambda expression A y[ y  is a renate] is to be understood in this context as the 
abstract property o f “renateness” and “cordateness”. According to this new conception, 
(4-15-a) and (4-15-b) are distinct even of they happen to have the same extension in some 
world(s).
4.4 Levi (1978)
Levi syntactically distinguishes betu^een predicating and nonpredicating adjectives. 
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Some nonpredicating adjectives can occur predicatively but with change in meaning. For 
example, the occurrence of criminal in criminal lawyer and in That lawyer is criminal is
syntactically valid but with different senses. Levi claims that these adjectives are 
fxansformationally derived from nouns. Hence, they share some properties with the nouns 
they derive from. These properties are:
• nondegreeness i.e. * very urban riot
•  nonconjunction of nonpredicating and predicating adjectives i.e. Hhe tall and 
corporate lawyer
• Qualification i.e. can be prefixed by bi~, tri-, poly- etc.
•  Semantic features i.e. def, concrete, human, masc, fem, etc.
• Case relations i.e. thematic roles such as agentive—e.g. presidential refusal— and 
instrumental—e.g. manual labor.
® Nonnominalization
As for the last feature, nomominalization, it is the observation, by Levi and 
mentioned by many authors, that predicating adjectives can be nominalized, i.e. the 
politeness o f  the prince, while nonpredicating cannot be nominalized, e.g. * the 
mechanicalness o f  the engineer.
Those observations stem from a more comprehensive thesis put forward by Levi: 
compound nominais result from a syntactic transformation in which relative clauses 
are converted into compound nominais. For example, the compound gun wound is 
resulted from the relative clause a wound caused by a gun. Thus, according to Levi’s 
analysis, in order to account for the meaning of a compound nominal one has to 
reconstruct it from its recoverably deleteable predicates such as ‘for’, ‘in ’, ‘have’, 
‘be’, and ‘in’.
Lehnert (1988) points to the difficulty a Levi analysis might have with a construct 
such as dog collar. This compound cannot be mapped into a single phrase—a dog
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collar may result from two phrases a collar that belongs to a dog or a collar used by 
a dog.
4.5 Dixon (1982), Frawley (1992), and Given (1984)
Givon (1984) subscribes to the view that adjectives occupy a middle position in  the time- 
stability scale. The two ends of this scale are occupied by the nouns—the most time- 
stable—and verbs—the least time-stable. Many adjectives are derived either from verbs 
or nouns and some are core adjectives. The noun-derived adjectives encode more time- 
stable meaning, while verb-derived adjectives encode less time-stable meaning.
Dixon (1982) argues that even in almost adjective-free languages—where the adjectival 
function is played by nouns/verbs—there are underived adjectives that can be divided 
into seven categories:
1) DIMENSION—big, large; little, small; long, short; wide, narrow; thick.
2) PHYSICAL PROPERTY—hard, soft; heavy, light; rough, smooth; hot, cold; 
sweet, sour.
3) COLOR—black, white, red, and so on.
4) HUMAN Propensity—Jealous, happy, kind, clever, generous, gay, cruel, rude, 
proud, wicked, etc.
5) AGE—new, young, old, etc.
6) VALUE—good, bad, fine, etc.
7) SPEED—fast, quick, slow, etc.
Frawley(1992) provides a similar taxonomy of adjectives. It includes: Value, Human 
Propensity, Physical Property, Colour, Age, Quantity, and Possession.
4.6 Chlerchia and McConnell-Ginet (1990)
CMercMa and McCoimell-Ginet note that adjectives (semantically) can be divided into 
three types: intersective, subsective, and nonpredicating. Intersective adjectives are 
characterized by being absolute in the sense that they do not denote relative to the noun
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they combine with. The combination red rose is such an example. In this example one 
can infer that the thing denoted by the compound is both a red thing and a rose. That is, 
an intersection of the things denoted by the noun and those denoted by the adjective.
The second class o f adjectives addressed by CMercMa and McConnell-Ginet is 
subsective adjectives. In tMs class, the things denoted by the compound are subset o f 
those denoted by the noun. The compound skilful surgeon is such an example. The 
adjective ‘skilfuT doesn’t denote by itself. It does relative to the noun it combines with in 
tMs case ‘surgeon’. Both intersective and subsective adjectives express properties and can 
be used predicatively.
The tMrd type of adjectives discussed by the authors is the nonpredicating. 
Nonpredicating adjectives, according to CMercMa and McConnell-Ginet, differ forai the 
previous two types in that the denotation of the compound containing them does not 
select a subset from the set denoted by the noun of the compound. The authors suggest 
nonpredicating adjectives be treated as functions from properties to properties. Adjectives 
such as ‘former’ and ‘fake’ are of tMs type.
4.7 Kamp (1975) and Kamp and Partee (1995)
Kamp and Partee (1995) distinguish three types of adjectives: intersective, subsective,md 
non-subsective. Within the non-subsective, there are those that are non-privative—e.g. 
‘alleged’, ‘possible’, etc.—and those that are privatives—e.g. ‘counterfeit’, ‘toy’, etc. In 
fact the term privative was coined in Kamp(1975).
For example the adjectival phrase red apple in (4-17) is interpreted as follows.
(4-17)
II red apple |  = || red \\ n  |  apple ||
or, generally, for all noun N || red N|| == || red || n  j| N ||
When analyzed as functions, the adjective ‘red’ is of type <e,t>, i.e., functions from 
entities to truth values. TMs is considered the simple form of adjective-noun combination
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and to the authors it is a reminiscent of Katz and Fodor’s Semantic Features approach. 
TMs analysis, as we have seen, is consistent with the authors surveyed in tMs chapter.
The subsective adjectives, according to the authors, includes adjectives such as ‘skilful’ 




Where the conceptual combination in the previous examples, obviously, is not
intersective, i.e., of the form
II skil&l surgeon |  = || skilful || n  |  surgeon ||
For tMs obviously wrong anal3/sis would license the following inference.
Mary is a skilful surgeon 
Mary is a violinist
Therefore, Mary is a skilful violinist
It is true that adjectives such a ‘skilfol’ are not intersective, according to Kamp and 
Partee, but they still confimi to the following schema.
(4-19)
I Adj N I c  I N |
That is, a set denoted by a noun phrase is a subset of the set denoted singly by the noun. 
TMs is explains the term subsective. Adjectives such as ‘skilful’, ‘good’, ‘beautiful’, etc. 
are of type CN/CN. Thus, subsective adjectives are intensionai, according to Kamp and
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Partee. TMs is consistent with Siegel and Larson. However, Larson {see, next section) 
considers these kinds of adjectives partly intensionai.
The third type of adjective analyzed by Kamp and Partee are the non-subsective 
adjectives such as alleged in (4-20).
( 4-2i)
(a) John is an alleged criminal.
(b) TMs cMM is a potential mathematician
Non-subsective adjectives fail the schema in (4-19). TMs criterion set them apart form 
subsective adjectives. According to Larson (2002) these kinds of adjectives are fully 
intensionai and CMercMa and McConnell-Ginet call them non-predicating since the 
adjective alleged in (4-20) cannot be predicatively expressed as ‘is alleged".
The adjectives in (4-20) are examples of non-subsective adjectives. Within the non- 
subsective adjectives, there are the subclasses “privative” and none-privative. What 
distinguishes the former is the denotation of the adjective-noun combination is never an 
instance of the noun alone. Adjectives in (4-20) are to be contrasted with adjective such 
as ‘fake’. In the latter case, a fake gun is not a gun, while an alleged criminal could be 
and could not be a criminal. Partee (2001) terms non-subsective adjectives such as 
alleged “plain” non-subsective and characterizes them as being “noncommittal”—also 
called by Franks (1995) “equivocating”. TMs includes adjectives such possible, alleged, 
arguable, likely, and putative. In other words, privative adjectives license some form of 
entailment: the adjective-noim combination entails the negation of the noun property. 
This can be summarizes as follows.
However, there is no clear-cut distinction between adjectives falling witMn the non- 
subsective class. Indeed Kamp and Partee express disagreement among themselves
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regarding the adjective ‘former’ whether it is privative or not. Furliier, some adjectives 
such as ‘wooden’ as in (4-21) can be both private and intersective.
(4-21)
(a) Bob bought a wooden table.
(b) My 4-year-old daughter has a wooden elephant.
In (4-21-a), a wooden table is a table, while in (4-21-b) a wooden elephant is not an 
elephant
Some adjectives are vague as well as context-dependent. In (4-22), the adjective ‘tall’ is 
still intersective and context-dependent, though. “Tali building” is characteristically quite 
deferent from “tall man”, for example. Adjectives such as ‘tail’, ‘short’, and ‘small’ are 
subsumed under the “relative^ adjectives” class.
As pointed out by Kamp and Partee context may have effect on the interpretation of 
adjectives. Adjectives such as ‘tall’ and ‘heavy’ can be confused, because of context, for 
being non-intersective though they are intersective. The authors cite (4-22) as an example
(4-22)
(a) My 2-year-old son built a really tall snowman yesterday.
(b) The D.U. fraternity brothers built a really tall snowman last weekend.
This is consistent with Siegel’s observations that truly non-intersective adjectives can be 
rephrased using ‘as’-phrase, “good as professor” or “talented as a musician”. This is to be 
contrasted with context-dependent intersective adjectives such as ‘tali’, which involves 
inter-class comparison; this case can be rephrased using the ‘for’-phrase: “tall for a 2-
year-old boy”, for instance.
Along Montague’s approach to semantics and Lewis (1972) analysis, the authors account 
for the semantics of adjectives as functions from intension to intension. That is, the
 ̂The term “relative” has two different senses in the literature. The first is relative/absolute and the second 
is synonym to scalar or measure. In this report we will be using the term “relative” in the former sense.
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meaning of former senator is a fonction tliat takes the property of senator to produce the 
property of former senator.
4M Richard Larson (1995, 1998)
Larson provides a contrasting treatment of adjective to those well-known in the literature, 
especially those of Siegel’s. In accounting for the discrepant semantic behaviour o f the 
adjective-noun combination, Larson blames nouns that adjectives combine with rather 
than—as widely accepted—adjectives. He believes that all adjectives are intersective and 
that the noun has complex structure.
4.8.1 Davidson Semantics
The Larson approach is based on Davidson event semantics. Davidson (1967) noticed
that the sentence (4-23-a) entails (4-23-b) and (4-23-c).
(4-23)
a) Jones buttered the toast with a knife in the bathroom at midnight
b) Jones buttered the toast with a knife
c) Jones buttered the toast.
In traditional predicate logic, the readings in (4-23), respectively, would be represented
using quaternary, ternary, and binary predicates. Instead, Davidson realized that in 
sentences such as (4-23-a) there is an implicit reference to events. Davidson’s solution
b ^ ed  on the inclusion of events as types in the ontology. Once events are reified (i.e. 
to suppose that an event can be treated as a thing), the sentence (4-23) is expressed as 
follows:
(4-24)
3 e [Butter(Jones, the toast, e) & With(a knife, e) & In(the batiiroom, e) & At(midniglit, e)]
In (4-24), there is only one main predicate, Butter, involving a variable o f type event e. 
Other predicates (e.g. With, In, and At) that modify the event e can be added/removed at 
ease.
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It is common nowadays, that predicates involving events are expressed using thematic 
roles, as originally used in case grammar (Allen, 1995, p 242). The thematic roles idea is 
based on the observation that there are abstract relations between a verb and its 
arguments. Such roles, as used by Larson below, include agent, theme, instrument, etc.
4.8.2 Larson’s Approach to Adjective-Noun Combinations
Larson argues that adjectives are better analyzed with Davidson semantics. Also, he urges 
that the event variable e be extended to include states in addition to events. In this new 
approach, Larson provides the following semantics for the intersective adjectives ‘aged’ 
in Jerry is an aged president and the non-intersective adjective ‘former’ in Jerry is a former 
president
(4-23)
3e[ presidency(e) & ThemeOerry.e) & aged(jerry)]
3e[ presidency(e) & Theme(jerry,e) & former(e) ]
Thus, the intersective adjective ‘aged’ modifies the referent, Jerry, while the adjective 
‘former’ modifies the state of being president. Other adjectives such as ‘good’ can 
modify both event and non-event entities. However, in all cases, adjectives are treated as
one-place predicate of event or non-event types.
Also, Larson claims, along the line of argument held by McCoimell-Ginet, that Ms 
approach provides a more intuitive account of co-extensivity without resorting 
mteasionality arguments used by other authors, notably Siegel (1976).
4.9 Summary
The work reviewed in this chapter ultimately seeks to provide a compositional account 
for adjectives. As a first step, in all of the work reviewed, the syntactic position of the
adjective— î.e. attributive, predicative, or both—^provides some clues. Unfortunately, the 
syntax doesn’t provide an exhaustive analysis for all adjectives’ semantic behaviour.
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Besides, some languages have a very limited number of adjectives, if  not at all, in their 
vocabulary.
Semantically, adjectives are broadly categorized along the extension-intension 
distinction. The former modify the referent, while the latter modify the reference. 
Extensional adjectives are interpreted as set-theoretic intersection, while some intensional 
adjectives can be accounted for as a set-theoretic subset operation of the denotations of 
both the noun and the adjective of the compound. This semantic behaviour is irrelevant to 
the syntactic position of the adjective, as Siegel’s work demonstrates.
The semantic categorization of adjectives into inherent and non-inherent, as done by 
Quirck et al, almost corresponds to Chierchia & McConneli-Ginef s and Kamp & 
Partee’s approaches, respectively, intersective, subsective, and nonpredicating, and 
intersective, subsective, non-subsective. However, Quirck et a /’s inherent/non-inherent 
criteria are not as sharp as the other two. In other words, the distinction 
intersective/subsective/non-subsective is exhaustive, while the inherent/non-inherent 
distinction is not. Kamp & Partee’s approach has the advantage in recognizing privative 
and non-privative (or non-committal) adjectives within the non-subsective category.
Siege! and Wheeler address the issue of vague adjectives such as ‘tali’, ‘small’, and 
‘heavy’ using different approaches—as discussed above—and different terminology. 
Wheeler calls such adjectives “relative” adjectives, as most of the literature does, while 
Siegel call them “measure” adjectives. Siegel uses the term “relative”, as opposed to 
“absolute”, to describe the class of adjectives that are intensional. We agree with Siegel’s 
position that this class of adjectives is extensional but inferentially behave as if  they were 
intensional.
Larson’s work stands out among the other work reviewed in this chapter by deviating 
from the conventional wisdom that adjectives are to blame for the semantic discrepancy
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of adjective-noun combinations®. Also, Larson makes the bold claim that all adjectives 
are intersectives—i.e. he claims that there are no such things as intensional adjectives. In 
fact, Larson argues that intensional contexts exist in prepositional attitudes only. 
However, Ms work does not treat all of the so-called non-subsective adjectives, with the 
exception o f  the adjective ‘formerh which fits well within Davidsonian semantics. 
Another shortcoming is that vague adjectives were not addressed.
® Putsejovsky (1995) expresses a somewhat similar view. In such a view, nouns’ semantic make up include 
what he terms “qualia”. The “qualia” is a structure tiiat contains specifications— such as appurtenances, 
functions, and how they come into being—regarding the denotatioii of nouns.
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Chapter 5
THE PARTICULAR PROBLEM ADDRESSED IN TfflS WORK
This work attempts to provide a uniform semantic treatment of adjective-noun 
combinations. We present two approaches for this purpose. Both approaches are 
characterized by being set-theoretic, and compositionally computational.
5.1 Adjectives: conventional view
As noted in the previous chapter, there is consensus among language scholars that 








Intersective adjectives are the most restricted ones. The adjective angry in the sentence 
That man is angry is an example of an intersective adjective. The meaning of “angry”
then can be computed as the intersection of angry things and men.
The second class of adjectives is called subsective. They are called so because they are 
not intersective. All that can be said about them is that the denotation o f an adjective- 
noun combination is a subset of the denotation of the noun. The adjective ‘accomplished’ 
is an example of such adjectives. Accomplished in Maria is an accomplished horse rider 
does not mean that the denotation of Maria is accomplished and is a horse rider. All we 
can say is that Maria is in the set Horse-Rider, i.e. accomplished horse riders are horse 
riders. Syntactically, adjectives similar to ‘accomplished’ are always in the attributive
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position, see appendix A for more adjectives of this kind. We term these adjectives “pure 
subsective” to distinguish them from the other kind of adjective in the same class— t̂he 
double adjectives.
There is another kind of adjective that belongs to the class of subsective adjectives. These 
are double (or doublet) adjectives, as called by Siegel (1967). Syntactically, these 
adjectives can be in either position: the attributive or predicative. Semantically, they can 
have an intersective reading and a subsective reading. Beautiful in the sentence That 
dancer is beautiful is an example of a double adjective. Thus, beautiful can either be 
understood as attributing beauty to the dancing of the denotation of that or the physical 
beauty to the denotation of that. In the intersective reading the denotation of that belongs 
to the intersection of beautiful things and dancers. In the subsective reading the 
denotation of that belongs to a subset of the set of dancers, i.e. those who dance 
beautifully.
Finally, there are those adjectives that are neither intersective nor subsective, the so- 
called non-subsective adjectives. Within this class two sub-classes can be recognized— 
privative adjectives and non-privative. Adjectives such as ‘former’ and ‘fake’ are 
privative, while ‘potential’ and ‘possible’ are non-privative.
The existence of the adjectival hierarchy has lead to the conclusion that a uniform
approach to the semantics of adjectives is possible only if  they are treated as functions 
from properties to properties. This renders a set-theoretic approach to the semantics of 
adjectives unattainable from the conventional viewpoint.
5.2 Adjectives: our view
In our treatment o f adjectives, we present two approaches that capture the intuitive 
meaning of adjective-noun combinations. Both are computationally attainable. This 
approach fails within denotational semantics.
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However, in order to be able to provide a general set-theoretic approach to adjectives, the 
above-mentioned adjective hierarchy needs to be re-analyzed. In particular, we argue, see 
chapter 7, that the so-called privative adjectives can be treated as subsectives. Based on 






Once this “re-definition” of privative adjectives is in place, a generalized set-theoretic 
approach to adjectives is possible. We provide two approaches based on this idea: one is 
subsective, chapters 7-10, and the other is intersective, chapter 11.
5.3 Consequence for Implementation
Logicians and philosophers utilize different tools than those used by AI researchers. A 
logician invokes notions such as properties, intensions or higher order logics to deal with 
a problem in hand. This luxury of choice is usually not available to a computer scientist 
or an AI worker. This is due to computability issues {see Hirst (1987, p 32) and Friedman
et al, 1978) for discussion of implementing issues pertaining to Montague Systran).
We argue that, with the analysis of adjectives as being subsective or interactive only, and 
the use of types, a computationally parsimonious approach to adjective-noun 
combinations is attainable.
5.4 Overview of the Proposed Approaches
Based on denotational semantics, our approach assumes a type hierarchy. The hierarchy 
serves as a taxonomy for our proposed ontology in which the semantics o f adjective-noun 
combinations is based.
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We view adjectives as either being role-modifying, e.g. veteran in John is a veteran 
manager, or kind-modifying, e.g. carnivorous in That animal is carnivorous. The former 
are conventionally considered intensional and the latter are extensional.
Our first generalized approach to adjectives assumes that they are all subsective, with 
intersective as a special case. Adjectives such as ‘fake’, ‘bogus’, ‘artificial’, and 
‘counterfeit’ are argued to be subsective. The ambiguity of double adjectives is 
considered to be lexical ambiguity. For example, a double adjective such as ‘intelligent’ 
will have a predicative reading and an attributive reading. The former will be treated 
intersectively, while the latter subsectively.
Our second generalized approach to adjectives treats them intersectively in chapter 11. 
Here, our approach is based on the view that a member of a set also has a type. 
Consequently, equality o f set members depends on their types, too. This view allows sets 
to have a structure that captures complex natural-Ianguage constructs.
The subsective and intersective approaches are alternatives. Both approaches have 
advantages and disadvantages. These issues will be discussed in due course.
5.5 Adjective-noun Combinations not addressed in this work
This work does not treat adjectives with modal import, i.e. non-subsective, non-privative
adjectives. This class includes adjectives such as ‘possible’, likely’, ‘alleged’, and 
‘potential’. Adjectives of this class also fail to be intersectives and also fail to be 
subsective. For example, an alleged criminal may be or may not be a criminal. We
believe that such constructs are better treated using modal logic.
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Chapter 6
TYFES
The term ‘type’ is an overloaded term. In everyday life it is synonymous with other terms 
such as ‘class’, ‘category’, ‘Mud’, ‘sort’, or ‘group’. In disciplines such as philosophy, 
mathematics, semantics (of both natural and artificial languages), ‘type’ has specific 
meanings that are relative to these fields.
6.1 Types in Mathematics
In mathematics, type theory has its origin in the philosophy of Russell. It was motivated 
by a contradiction in Gottlob Frege’s logic of classes. In Frege’s originally proposed 
logic, a definition such as the class R of all classes that are members o f themselves is 
possible. As it turned out this implies that such a class R does not exist or that some 
definitions do not specify classes—not what Frege hoped for.
Russell’s solution was the introduction of a type hierarchy to the discourse of 
investigation. In such a hierarchy, objects are of different levels or types, the type o f a 
class differs from the types of its members, and every class may contain members of one 
and only one type. In the Principia Mathematica (1910-13), in order to eliminate certain 
semantic paradoxes. Russell farther added that sets and their members must be of 
different types and different orders.
Russell’s theory of types did not meet with a great success as other remedies to nmve set 
theory. Alternatives such as Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory dominated the scene. However, 
recently, there is a renewed interest in type theory in different areas: logic and the 
foundation of mathematics (Martin-Lof, 1975, Dyckhoff 1988, Girard 1989), and in 
computer science (Nordstrom and Smith 1984, Dijkstra 1990, Thompson 1991).
6.2 Types in Linguistics
In Categorial Grammar and, subsequently, in Montague Grammar, it was observed that 
syntactic categories of natural languages are analogous to types in formal languages and 
typed logics. This analogy is exhibited in the form of argument-function structure. For
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example, in a programming language the fiinction s q u a r e  () is expected to have a 
number as an argument. Thus, the expression s q u a r e  (4) is well-typed and the 
expression s  g u a r e f ‘string”) is not. This is because the underling type system for the 
function s q u a r e  {) has the following form; F->F, where F  represents the type of 
floating numbers. In English adjectives such as ‘red’ modifies nouns such as ‘rose’ to 
give the noun phrase red rose. If the noun ‘rose’ is assigned the type N  and ‘red’ the type 
N-^N, then the expression red rose is well-typed on grounds of applying the operator 
‘red’ on the argument ‘rose’. A different arrangement of words such as rose red  would be 
deemed not well-typed, i.e. non-grammatical.
Montague Grammar goes beyond strict classical categorial grammars, which are 
equivalent to context-free grammars, in not just using concatenation as the sole syntactic 
operation. In Montague Grammar, operations such as the “Quantifying In” rale and the 
relative-clause rule are not concatenation operations (Partee and Hendriks, 1997, pp 29- 
30). However, categorial grammars, as discussed by Montague, have the attractive 
feature that category names encode an intimate correspondence between the syntactic and 
semantic categories—a fundamental requirement for compositionality.
It is worth mentioning that types in Montague Grammar are called semantic types. This is 
because typing systems are used in the semantic part of the grammar, rather than the 
syntactic part.
6.3 Types in Programming Languages
In programming languages, computing is a process that works on objects. These objects 
are a set of values defined within the programming language. They can be o f  different 
types— simple ones such as Boolean, character, and numbers; and, complex ones such as 
arrays, and linked lists. Each data type is involved in operations that might not be allowed 
with other type(s). For instance, adding values o f type Boolean is meaningless since the 
operation “+” is not defined over values of type Boolean.
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Ie Object-Orieated (00) programming, typing is one of the main concepts. New complex 
types are built out of basic ones. Booch (1993, p66) defines typing as follows:
Typing is the enforcement o f the class o f an object, such 
that objects o f  different types may not be interchanged, 
or at the most, they may he interchanged only in very
restricted ways.
Programming languages vary in dealing with typing to the extent that it can be used as a 
distinguishing criterion of different facets among programming languages and paradigms: 
weakly-typed versus strongly-typed, versus untyped; polymorphic versus monomorpMc; 
and, dynamic versus static binding. The first is connected to the way in which a 
programming language enforces (or does not enforce) typing. This criterion runs across 
the different kinds of programming languages.
Polymorphism is connected mainly with OO and ftmctional paradigms. An identifier in a 
polymorphic language may denote instances of different classes as long as they belong to 
a common super class. Also, a polymorphic function can take different data types as 
argument(s) as long as they have a common supertype that the fiinction accepts. This is to 
be contrasted with monomorpMc languages wherein a variable is interpreted as belonging 
to one and only one type.
Binding is connected with the time at which an identifier binds with the things it denotes. 
Such a binding is accomplished after tjpe matching is checked. If such a checking is 
performed during the compilation time then it is called static binding, otherwise (i.e. 
during execution or run time) it is called late or dynamic binding.
The use of typing in programming languages is motivated by the need for the following 
features:
• The elimination of potential errors (at execution time).
• Making the job of the semantic module easier.
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® Encoding partial specifications.
Some implemeetations of 0 0  paradigms “mix” the notions of a type and of a class. In the 
programming language Java, types are enforced through the interface mechanism. In 
C++, there is no clear distinction between a type and a class. However, sub-classing and 
sub-typing can be enforced in C++: a public inheritance enables the inheriting class to 
have both the type and impiementation (i.e. the class) of its super-class, while inheriting a 
virtual class (i.e. a class that has no implementation) is a sub-typing operation.
6.4 Types in the Ontology
The external world is very complicated. It is a long-standing human ambition to provide a 
systematic account of “what is there”. One of the oldest endeavours to achieve this quest 
is that of Aristotle’s. Aristotle claims that things in the world can be classified into ten 
categories: substance, quantity, quality, relation, place, time, posture, state, action, and 
passion. Based on Aristotle’s analysis, the philosopher Porphyry (233-309) constructed 
one of the oldest known trees involving categories for the representation of ontologies. 









Figure 6-1: Porphyry’s taxonomy (Sows, 1999; S)
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Every node in Figure 6-1 represents a type, except for the lowest leaves o f the tree where 
individuals (i.e. instances or referents) are rqjresented. Thus, the individual Plato is an 
instance of human being and in turn human beings are rational animals, i.e. human is a 
subtype of rational animals. Aristotle, also, is credited for introducing the technique o f 
generating new categories from existing ones by means of genus and differentiae, e.g. in 
Figure 6-1, for example, “sensitive” and “insensitive” are the differentiae that generate 
the species “Animal” and “Plant”. This technique as Sowa (1999) notices is still in use in 
AI, Object-Oriented design, and dictionaries.
Interest in ontologies is not limited to philosophy. Their importance is realized in various 
fields such as NLU, and inforniation-managemeiit systems. However, the grand ambition 
of building or “discovering” an ontology that encompasses the whole knowledge of the 
universe, due to its extreme difficulty, is replaced by modest approaches which attempt to 
build ontologies for specific domains. Nonetheless, there are consistent efforts aimed at 
building upper-level ontologies, as in systems such as WorldNet and Cyc. However, such 
efforts are not without difficulties, {see, e.g. Guarino (1992)).
Regardless of the range of its applicability, an ontology is supposed to capture universal 
truth about the world in terms of a type hierarchy. This point is articulated in Sowa (1999, 
p 492), “The subject of ontology is the study of the categories of things that exist or may 
exist in some domain. The product of such a study, called an ontology, is a catalogue of 
the types o f things that are assumed to exist in a domain of interest D from the 
perspective of a person who uses a language L for the purpose of talking about D
A successful ontology is supposed to provide a means of communication between 
heterogeneous systems (Uschold and Gruninger, 1996); a basis for semantics and be an 
effective tool in lexical disambiguation (Bachimont, 2001); and, an explicit partial 
representation of conceptualization of reality so that such a representation can be 
exploited by inferences (Mizoguchi and Ikeda, 1997).
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6.5 Types'. Miscellaneous Topics
In this subsection, we briefly review some topics regarding types. This review applies to 
all types discussed in this chapter.
Types are abstract entitles. Nodes in type graphs, lattice, or trees always indicate 
abstract things. If we go back to Porphyry’s tree Figure 6-1, we find types such as 
“Human”, “Plant”, and “Beast”. These are names, or labels, of types that name groups, 
hence abstract things. For example, we cannot point at Human type but to a referent of 
the type, e.g. Plato, the concrete thing.
Ways of defining types. There are four different ways of defining types. These are;
• Definition by extension: by listing all individuals that falls under a certain 
type.
• Definition by intension: by listing the features the individuals are presumed to 
have in common
• Definition by axioms: by setting out axioms describing the entities in mind, 
e.g. types in Montague Grammar, and Peano's axioms of natural numbers.
• Definition by reference: a new type that is defined by reference to an existing 
type.
Type Hierarchy. Types are organized in type hierarchies in the form of a mathematically 
well-defined graph, e.g. a lattice, tree, etc. In a lattice, the types are ordered in a partial 
order relation called a subtype relation. The important subsumption or inheritance
relation, then, is a by-product of the hierarchy.
Types versus Tokens. In philosophy of language the terms “type” and “token” are used 
to distinguish the abstract form o f a linguistic item, i.e. the type, from its physical 
realization, i.e. the token. For example, the sentence The cat sat on the mat next to 
another cat on another mat has two cat, another, and mat tokens. On the other hand, the
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sentence only has one type of ‘mat’, ‘another’ and ‘cat’. Type/token is analogous to 
universal/particular distinction.
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6.6 An Example of a Type Hierarchy





















Figure 6-2: an example of a type Merarchy
This is a rather simple type hierarchy. A full-fledged type system can certainly be more 
complicated than this. For instance, given the vocabulary offered by the taxonomy of 
Figure 6-2 we cannot talk about realms of studies such as physics, philosophy, etc. This is 
because the ontology in its current form is not committed to the existing of such entities. 
However, the type Merarchy in Figure 6-2 serves as an example to demonstrate how 
typing can be an asset in the semantic process. For example, if, given the ontological 
representation of Figure 6-2, the query “Canadian book” is put to a search engine the 
response should turn up answers that include book and novels on/by Canadians. TMs is 
because, according to Figure 6-2, a novel is a book.
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To illustrate how ontologies can help in resoi¥ing word sense-ambiguities, consider the 
polysemous adjective ‘good’ as in the expressions good man, good dog, good gun, and 
good child. In these expressions ‘good’ has different senses, i.e. as a modifier for ethics, 
behaviour, and performance. Good in good gun certainly is not meant to describe the 
gun’s ethics. Rather it is meant to describe the gun’s performance. In terms of the 
ontology in Figure 6-2, this is because a ‘gun’ is not a rational thing. Good in good man 
has this sense, since a man is an adult, a rational human being. Finally, since children 
and dogs are less rational beings, ‘good’ is not meant to describe the morality o f a dog or 
a child. Rather good in good child and good dog has the sense of describing the 
behaviour as being in accordance to the norms, relative to children or dogs.
A good ontological design should make the ontology open-ended. This allows the 
inclusion o f new types when the need arises. For instance, since in modem life 
documents are not limited to paper media, the inclusion of other forms of media should 
be possible—  e.g. the Visual type in Figure 6-2.
In the hierarchy of Figure 6-2, Role is treated as a type, rather than a relation. In other 
words roles are reified and can be quantified over. Thus, roles are treated as types in their 
own right. However, as illustrated in Figure 6-2, Role type is not linked to regular types 
such as Human. This is because roles are ontologically different from ordinary types. 
This distinction can be traced back to the philosophy of Pierce who described regular 
types and role types as having, respectively, “firstness” and “secondness”. On this 
conception, the type “Human” has firstness, since it can exist independently, while 
“Surgeon” does not.
6.7 Type Hierarchy Assumed in This Work
In this work, we assume a simple type hierarchy for the purpose of computing the 
meaning of adjective-noun combinations. Such a hierarchy is depicted in Figure 6-3. As 
shown in Figure 6-3, the distinction between kinds and roles (see, Sowa (1984, 2000), 
Steimaim (2000), and Guarino (1992)) is taken into consideration. In this view, the kind 
or type of an entity cannot change as long as the entity exists, but it can play many roles
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at the same point of time— î.e, have different role 1)^68 in its life span. So, what Siegel 
(1976) describes as a reference is roughly a role played by the kind— t̂he referent. In this 
work we adopt the kind/role distinction rather than Siegel’s reference/referent distinction. 
This is because the former is more informative and easily accommodated in a type 
hierarchy, while the latter is too general. Thus, for instance, “Human” is o f natural kind 











Figure 6-3: kind/role distlnctiun
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Chapter 7
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE FIRST PROPOSED 
APPROACH AND EXAMPLES: THE SUBSECTIVE VERSION
Kamp (1975) defines a privative adjective as one for wMch  ̂ given an adjective A and 
nonn N, the claim *No AN is an N' is necessarily true. The question that arises from this 
conclusion is what is the AN? If a fake gun is not a gun, what it is? TMs chapter is an 
attempt to answer this question.
In addition, in this chapter we provide a uniform semantic treatment o f adjectives that is 
subsective.
7.1 Characteristics of the New Approach
In tMs work,“we present a semantic approach to privative adjectives. TMs approach is:
• Compositional.
• General— î.e. provides uniform semantic treatment to adjectives.
• Set-theoretic.
By being set-theoretic, tMs approach is unique in that it doesn’t resort to Mgher-order
logics in generalizing adjectival phrases to be fimctions from intension to intension-as is 
commonly held, see the literature review earlier.
7.2 Privatives: a different perspective
7.2.1 Missing Properties
It has been proposed (e.g. Franks (1995), Franks et a/(1989), and Franks (1989)) that 
privative adjectives deprive the noun they combine with from an essential property. As a 
result, the object denoted by the compound no longer falls under the noun’s extension. 
TMs is illustrated in Table 7-1, in the case of the adjective ‘fake’, and Table 7-2 for other 
privative adjectives
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Table 7-1; missing properties
According to Table 7-1, a fake gun is not a gun because it does not fimction as a gun— 
e.g. it doesn’t fire bullets in an appropriate way as a regular gun does. In all other aspects, 
a fake gun is just like a regular one. Similarly, a fake surgeon is not a surgeon maybe for 
lacking qualifications /expertise. Conceived as such, a fake surgeon is not capable of 
executing the duties of a real surgeon. Fake painting, on the other hand, is ambiguous. A 
painting could be a fake for two reasons: fake per se, maybe because it is a print, or fake 
because it is a replica. On the latter reading, the phrase fake painting is usually a short 
for fake painting o f such an artist or an era. In the latter reading, what is o f concern is the 
originality o f the artwork. For instance, a painting might be a fake because it is not a 
Picasso (painting) or it does not belong to the renaissance era as claimed. Similar 
arguments apply to the combinations fake bracelet, and fake smile.
7.2.2 Fake guns Are Guns
Language is inherently generative. With its, rather limited, stock of linguistic items it is 
capable of expressing novel concepts by means of combining existing linguistic items. In 
some cases, however, and because of the dynamic nature of concepts, new referents may 
fall under an already existing concept. For example, in number theory, a number used to 
denote a natural number. With the conception of negative numbers, the concept “number” 
encompasses both negative and positive numbers. TMs process continued (and may 
continue) to include different kinds of numbers. This is because there is so much in 
common between the entities or mathematical objects we now call numbers.
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la  everyday language this process, we argue, is generally in use—consider, for instance 
the category ‘‘bird”, as much studied and illustrated in prototype theory and default logics 
with regard to the property of “flying”—and specifically with regard to privative-noun 
combinations. A fake gun and a real gun have many properties in common—similarly, an 
artificial heart and a real heart. In some cases, the distinction between an instance of the 
denotation o f a defaiflt-noiin combination and that of a privative-noun combination is 
hard to tell, or requires domain knowledge, e.g. artificial light versus natural light. Table 
7-2—if there is a difference, indeed. If it were for things denoted by a privative-noun 
combination not to fall under the extension denoted by the noun, there might have been a 
dedicated lexeme—interestingly, even the word robot (i.e. a single linguist item) is 
originally chosen by the Czech playwright Karl Copek (1890-1938) as a more suitable 
term for “artificial workers” in his play Rossum's Universal Robots^. Of course, this is not 
to claim that a concept must be denoted by a single lexeme. What is meant, however, is 
that the frequent use of a concept is usually reflected in language by being represented by 
a single linguistic symbol, as is the case with common nouns. Therefore, in answering the 
question of what is a fake gun, we argue it is a gun, provided that fake and real guns are 
subsumed by the term ‘gunk
Adjective Phrase Property missing from the default set f  features
Artificial heart e.g. not flesh-and-blood
Artificial flower e.g. doesn’t grow
Artificial light e.g. Source
Former senator e.g. temporal continuance
False teeth e.g. not naturally grown
Cloned sheep e.g. not naturally bred
Virtual reality e.g. exists visually only
Imitation leather e.g. genuineness
Wooden lion e.g. “make-ness”—physical and non-living
Table 7-2; missing properties, continaed
^ See, httD://capek.misto.cz/english/mteresting.html for a translation o f  an article by the 
author of the play in the Lidove noviny, 24.12.1933
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The notion o f  augmenting the concept, or equally the extension, denoted by the noun in 
an adjective-noun combination, is linguistically supported. In language, it is noticed that 
all privative adjectives have antonyms/contrasts, e.g. intensifiers. Privatives such as fake, 
artificial, and false have antonyms/contrast, respectively, real/genuine, natural, and true. 
It seems that there is a strong pairing between privatives and their (intensifier) 
counterparts to the extent that the use of the privative antonym is meaningless, i f  possible 
indeed, in isolation with its counterpait. The intensifier is usually implicit. Most of the 
time it is considered default or redundant when there is no ambiguity. The compound real 
fu r  is deemed necessary only when there is fake fur in the vicinity.
Partee (2001) reaches the conclusion that privative adjectives are subsective based on 
work done by other researchers (e.g., see, Nowak (2000)) on the ‘TJoun Phrase-split 
phenomena” in Polish, which reveals the absence of the privative adjective class in 
Polish. That is, the presence of the privative class o f adjectives is an idiosyncrasy of some 
languages and English is one of them.
In short, intensifier/privative seem to be (semantically) intimately related. If viewed as 
functions, they can be thought of as functions and their respective inverse functions. 
Alternatively, they can be viewed as set partitions of the set N, which represents the 
denotation of the noun an intensifier/privative pair combines with. The latter view is
adopted in the approach proposed in this section.
In our view, both “regular” adjectives such as ‘red’, ‘angry’, or ‘skilful’ and privative 
adjectives such as ‘fake’ or ‘former’ have one thing in common. They both pick out or 
fiirther constrain the domain denoted by the noun of the compound. They differ in the 
means of going about doing it: regular adjectives by highlighting some property or 
properties of the noun, while privative adjectives by “masking” some property or 
properties of the noun.
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7.3 Privative Compounds
Privative compounds do not ensue from privative adjectives only. Some kind o f 






Al! compoimds in (7-1) are privative caused by intersective adjectives. Apart from their 
figurative meanings, the compounds in (7-1) do not denote what their respective nouns 
do; a lion that is stone is not a lion, likewise, a wooden man is not a man and a wood. 
There are two possible approaches to accommodate privative compounds within a unified 
approach to adjective-noun combinations. These are privative compounds as an operation 
of typecasting or as consequence o f augmentation of nouns’ denotations. We will deal 
with these approaches in turn in the following subsections.
7.3.1 Privative compounds: a typecasting operation
The adjectives in (7-1) can be looked at as special intersectives. They are connected with 
the nature o f the thing denoted by the noun. They differ from other intersective 
adjectives, such as colour adjectives, in that they indicate an essential property without 
which the thing denoted by the noun would not come to existence. Consider the examples
in (7-2).
(7-2)
a) cold-blooded insect versus red insect
b) flesh-and-blood teller versus tall teller
It seems that properties indicated by adjectives such as ‘red’ and ‘tail’ are accidental,
while properties such as “flesh-and-blood” are essential, at least in the actual world. The
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latter case is reflected in language by the absence of single lexical items indicating those 
properties. In fact, because the property “flesh-and-blood” is essential to animals, it 
cannot be used as distinguishing property among instances of a certain class. I f  this is so, 
what is an expression such as wooden man supposed to convey?
We believe the purpose of expressions such as stone lion is typecasting/type-declaring. 




y := 0.3333 * {real) x
The construct “{real) x” makes it possible that whatever value denoted by “x” is now 
expected to behave the same as those values of type real, although its original type was 
integer. This operation is to be contrasted with describing x  as being less than one ( i.e. 
x<l), which is analogous to describing an insect as being red (i.e. red insect).
Bearing the analogy of numbers in programming languages in mind, we can say that 
natural-Ianguage expressions such as stone lion undergo a similar process. This can be 
illustrated as follows. A lion is, evolutionarily or “Godly”, defined as of type “flesh-and- 
blood”. This is the type of Hon that speakers and hearers of language have in mind. When 
the expression stone lion is uttered, an entity or object of type stone results. It behaves 
much as a stone, i.e. being inanimate, rather than its original type, i.e. animate. One may 
conclude that there are some intersective adjectives that can fimction as type denoting 
when combined with certain types of nouns.
TMs observation can be generalized to animate, and probably to natural kinds. In (7-4) 
we notice two things. First, since tables are essentially inanimate, the compound wooden 
table is not considered privative, as is wooden man. This is because tables are “typically” 
but not essentially made of wood. Consequently, second, the adjectives ‘wooden’, 
‘metallic’, and ‘plastic’ are used as distinguishing adjectives.
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As far as the semantics is concerned, privative compounds can be treated as subsectives. 
Intersective adjectives denote things as nouns do. This is in contrast to other adjectives 
that acquire this ability only when combined with a noun, i.e. relative adjectives. The 
denotation o f the compound red apple, for instance, is a subset of both the set of red
tilings and the set of apples. In the case of type-denoting adjectives as in wooden man, the 
intersection operation does not go both ways. Rather, the denotation of the expression 
wooden man is a subset o f the predicate denoted by wooden, but not that denoted by “real 
man”. Here, subsectiveness goes in the opposite direction—in contrast to that o f 
expressions such as rightful politician.
Finally, some constructs in natural language are better explained as type-casting. 
Consider (7-5-a).
(7-5)
a) 'That gun is a good nutcracker.
b) *That man is a good lion.
c) That man is a good swimmer.
At a first glance, (7-5-a) might be thought of as a gun in the role of a nutcracker. In (n-5-
a) the underlying type is Implement (i.e. gun and nutcracker are both Implement, 
specificaliy Artefacts). Analogously, in (7-5-b), the underlying types are Nat. Kind. 
However, we do not normally consider (7-5-b) as expressing the idea that a man is in the 
lion role. Therefore, (7-5-a) cannot be considered as expressing the idea that there is a 
gun in a nutcracker role.
Swimmer in (7-5-c) is a real role since there is no genus called “swimmer”. In other 
words, we cannot identify something solely as a swimmer, i.e. without the event of
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swimming. On other hand, a nutcracker is a nutcracker even if we do not see it crack 
nuts; or, even if it has never cracked and will never crack a nut.
7.3.2 Privative Compounds: a subsective compounding
An alternative approach to privative compounds emerges naturally once noun 
augmentation is adopted.
Since adjectives in privative compoimds are intersective and do not necessarily have 
antonyms/contrasts, as is the case in privative adjectives, an augmentation of common 
nouns based on the respective (intersective) adjectives is, at least, linguistically 
implausible. That is, the adjectives in the compoimds stone lion and stuffed tiger, for 
example, have no clear antonyms/contrasts. However, we argue, augmenting concepts, as 
shown in the previous subsection, can accommodate cases connected with privative 
compounds. We demonstrate this by using the compounds stone lion and auto teller.
We can think of the denotations of Tion’ and ‘teller’ as containing, respectively, real/fake
lions and natural/artificial tellers. On this conception, the denotation of stone tion is a 
subset of fake tion. This makes the expression stone tion, by transitivity of the subset 
operation, subsective. Similarly, the denotation of the expression auto teller is a subset o f 
artificial tellers. Consequently, the denotation of auto teller is a subset o f the denotation
of the noun‘teller’.
This treatment might appear as if  the compounds auto teller and stone tion were 
considered synonyms with, respectively, artificial teller and fake lion. However, this is 
not necessarily the case. Ail that is argued for is that an auto teller is definitely not a 
natural (e.g. of flesh-and-blood) teller and a stone lion is definitely not a real lion. 
Consequently, an auto teller is an artificial thing and stone lion is a fake lion, since it is 
inanimate.
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7.4 A Uniform Subsective Approach to Adjectlve-noun Combinations
In this chapter, we argue for a generalized treatment of adjectives that adheres to the view 
that adjectival nominals are subsective. This view is a challenge to the commonly- 
accepted wisdom that, generally, adjectives can semantically be accounted for only as 
functions from intension to intension or properties to properties. The commonly-accepted 
wisdom renders a set-theoretic approach to a genera! treatment of adjectives out of the 
question. However, as argued above, once the extension of a common noun is 
augmented, to include fake-real, former-current, artificial-natural, etc., a generalized 
solution to adjective-noun combinations within set theory is attainable.
The “subsectiveness” nature of adjectives can be demonstrated as follows. First, 
intersective compounds such as red rose are the simplest case where the denotation of the 
combination is a member of the denotations o f both ‘red’ and ‘rose’. The denotation of 
the compound can also be seen as a subset of the denotation of the noun ‘rose’. That is, 
all intersectives are subsectives. Thus, intersectives are special case o f subsectives, much 
like a square is a special case of a rectangle where all sides are equal. Similarly, in 
subsective adjectives such as veteran dancer the denotation of the compound is a subset 
of the denotation of the noun ‘dancer’. Also, a privative compound such as stuffed tiger 
can be treated subsectively, given our assumption that ‘tiger’ denotes all tigers, real or 
not. Finally, with the augmentation of noun extension to include fake/real, 
artificial/natural, etc, a subsective reading of the privative combination is possible. 
Consequently, the denotation of the expression fake gun is a subset o f the denotation of 
gun.
Thus, nouns such as gun, we argue, denote supersets. This superset includes all things 
denoted by a privative adjective and its intensifier counterpart. With this conception in 
mind, a sample ofprivative-noun combination is illustrated in Table 7-3.
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AdjBctivB HirasB Superset TfpE linlilliOBS
Fake gun Fake-real/-original Implement 7
Fake painting F ake-original/-real Artwork
Fake statue Fake-origiaai/-real Artwork
Fake bracelet Fake-real/-origiaai Ornament ■\j
Fake smile Fake-real Gesture X
Fake watch F ake-real/-original Implement
Fake surgeon Fake-real Role X
Fake fijr Fake-real (or genuine'1 Ornament
Former actor Former-current Role X
Artificial heart Artificial-natural Implement X
Virtual book Virtual-actual Content X
Stone lion Fake-real Kind X
Table 7-3: common nouns as supersets
The column “type” indicates the type a denotation of a noun belongs to. For example, a 
statue is of type artwork. Thus, we expect the treatment of this particular instance, i.e. o f 
statue, is to be generalized to all things categorized as Artwork. This argument applies to 
all other nouns in Table 7-3. Different types may require different treatments; e.g. in fake  
statue the properties in question could be the originality/content of the statue, while in a 
fake watch the properties in questions could be functionality/originality.
The column “Ambiguous” indicates whether the respective compound is ambiguous or 
not. For example, the compounds fake bracelet and fake watch can be ambiguous. The 
former can mean “a bracelet that is fake for not being of the purported substance (e.g. 
diamond)”, or it can mean “ a bracelet that is fake for not being of the purported brand, 
manufacture, era, etc.”. Similarly, the expression fake watch can mean “something that 
looks like a watch but in fact is not” or it can, also, means that “a real watch that is fake 
for not being of certain brand, for instance”. Disambiguation can be done via linguistic or 
pragmatic contexts.
Also, in the course o f providing uniform semantics for adjectives, we attempt to 
accommodate problematic issues connected with adjectives. These are “double 
adjectives”, an issue raised and termed “doublet” by Siegel, such as ‘skil& r.
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7.5 Summary of Assumptions
The arguments above lead us to the following assumptions:
1. Conmtton nouns denote real/fake, natural/artificial, current/former, etc. things— 
where appropriate—and are categorized according to their types. For example, the 
term ‘president’ denotes former/current, real/fake, natural/artificial, etc presidents.
2. Adjectives assume the following hierarchy:
• Intersective, e.g. “red” as in “red car”.
• Subsective:
a. Pure, e.g. “veteran” as in ‘Veteran manager”
b. Double, e.g. “beautiful” as in “beautiful dancer”
c. Privative, e.g. “counterfeit” as in “counterfeit money”
3. Denotations are sets, represented diagrammatically, as Venn-like diagrams: for 
example, the set of people can be represented as an oval:
Pojple
Figure 7-1; a set
Also, types and properties are represented as boxes:
Figure 7-2: a type/property
Entries in this box, include, other types such as Artwork and Implement. For example, a 
set of people playing the student role is diagrammatically represented as in Figure 7-3:
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People
RoleStudent
Figure 7-3: a set of people in student role
4. A meta-function Type () with common nouns as its domain and types o f  common
noun denotations as its range. For example, given the phrase clever student, Type 
(‘student’) would yield PEOPLE.
7.6 The Semantics of an One-Adjectlve-One-Noun Combination
For the purpose of this work, we distinguish four types that a noun’s denotation may 
belong to. These are natural kind, role, implement, and artwork. This is important since a 
compound interpretation may be sensitive not only to the adjective’s type— Siegel’s view 
(see, section 4.2)—but also sensitive to the noun’s type, too—Larson’s view (see, section 
4.8). These types are part of an ontology we present here. The proposed ontology plays a 
key role in interpreting adjectival compounds.
7.6.1 Intersectives
Intersectives are the most restricted of all adjectives. They are distinguished from other 
adjectives by being independent from the noun they combine with. For this reason, they 
are sometimes called absolute adjectives. A phrase such as red car can diagrammatically 
be represented as in Figure 7-4.
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Figure 7-4: representation of intersective adjectives
Thus, red car is a subset of both Car and Red sets, regardless of the type the car things 
belong to. That is,
I red carl £  |  car |  & || red car| c  |  red ||
The first conjunct is of interest to us since it shows the subsective reading of the 
compound. The second conjunct provides extra information, but it doesn’t undermine the 
previous fact in any way.
7.6.2 Subsectives
Subsective adjectives can be “pure subsective” or doublet. The semantics of pure 
subsectives is strai^tforward, as shown below with the adjective ‘veteran’.
Role
PeopleManager
Figure 7-5: Pare subsective adjectives; reference-modifying
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lii this case |  veteran manager| c  |  manager |
Examples o f  other pure subsectives are ‘rightfef, ‘chief, ‘utter’, ‘consummate’, and 
‘initial’; and, profession adjectives such as electrical (e.g. engmeer), medical (e.g. doctor) 
rural (e.g. policeman), criminal (e.g. lawyer), etc.
On the other hand, doublets can have two different readings: intersective and the normal
subsective reading. This is the view held by authors such as Siegel (1976). Consider the 
examples in (7-6).
(7-6)
a) John is a clever student
b) John is a skilM surgeon
c) John is a good doctor
d) John is an industrious CEO
e) John is an old friend
Each of the sentences in (7-6) admits two readings. (7-6-a) can mean “John is a clever 
man”—the intersective reading or, alternatively, it can mean “John is clever qua 
student”—i.e. he goes cleverly about doing his studies. Similarly, (7-6-c) can mean “John 
is a good man” or “John is good as a doctor”. This ambiguity disappears i f  the noun 
indicates a “type” instead of a “role” in the predication position as in (7-7).
(7-7)
a) John is a clever man
b) John is a skilful man
c) John is a good man
d) John is an industrious man
e) John is an old man
The readings in (7-7) are understood to be intersectives only. A possible representation of 
double adjectives is presented in Figure 7-6, for the compound clever surgeon. In this
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approach, the double adjectives is farther emphasized and “pushed” to the lexicon or 
taken as such during semantic interpretation. Thus, double adjectives would have two 
lexical items corresponding to their respective senses. For example, 'clever’ would have, 
say, ' clever-r and ‘clever-2’. The former is the referent or kind modifying and the latter 
is the reference or role modifying. If we take adjectives as functions, then intersective 
adjectives have in their domain kind-indicating nouns, while pure subsectives have role- 







Figure 7-6: representation of reference and referent readings
In Figure 7-6, the numbers (1), and (2), respectively, indicate the intersective and 
subsective readings. Reading (1), as indicated by the set Clever-1 Surgeon, states that an 
individual is a surgeon who is generally clever, i.e. not necessarily clever at surgery. 
Clever-2 Surgeon, on the other hand, represents people who are clever at surgery, and not 
necessarily clever in general.
The representation of the double ‘clever’ in Figure 7-6 prevents wrong inferences that 
ensue from the confusion of the two senses of double adjectives. For the kind-modifying 
(i.e. role-modifying) sense of ‘clever’, ‘clever-2’, is always represented as a subset. In 
other words, it cannot imdergo any intersection operation, as does the sense ‘skilfal-F.
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In some cases, the linguistic context helps disambiguate the readings o f double 
adjectives, as illustrated in (7-8).
(7-8)
a) John is a sMl&l man e) John is a skilM-1 man
b) That musician is a good surgeon f) That musician is a good-2 surgeon
c) That singer is good g) That singer is good-1/good-2
The sentence (7-8-a) is unambiguous. This is because skilful modifies man, which is not a 
role. In such a case, it is understood that the general sense of ‘skilM ’, i.e. ‘sM lM -r, is 
what the reading selects. Thus, (7-8-a) is equivalent to (7-8-e). Similarly, (7-8-b), 
although the referent o f that plays the roles of a musician and that o f a surgeon, good 
modifies surgeon. This reading is expressed in (7-8-f). The sentences (7-8-a) and (7-8-b) 
are to be contrasted with sentence (7-8-c), which is ambiguous and context-dependent. 
For it could mean that the referent o f that is morally good (‘good-T) or good as dancer 
(‘good-2’) or in any other role not explicitly mentioned in the sentence.
The context can influence attributive reading, too. von Vintel and Heim (1999) cite the 
following example (the emphasis is ours): “For our checker team, we need at least one 
lutist who is good at that game. Well, I do not think there is a single good lutist in the 
orchestra, but there is an excellent violinist.”
Other double subsectives: bad, beautiful, difficult, diligent, dependable, firm,
intelligent, old, true, etc.
7.6.3 Privatives
As disscused in section 7.2, augmentation of a noun’s denotation is centeral to the 
semantic treatment of privatives. In this subsection, we will demonstrate how the 
semantics of privative adjectives is accounted for. In most of the examples studied, we 
will be using the adjective ‘fake’, since it poses a challenge to semantic interpretation 
resluting from the ambinguity o f the compounds containing it. Our first example is the
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compounci fa ke  painting. When questioning whether a painting per se, i.e. irrelevent o f 






Figure 7-7: representation of fake painUng
Most of the time when the phrase fake painting is uttered, speakers and hearers have a
particular painter in mind to whom the painting is purported to belong. So fake painting is 
usually a short for, s&y, fake Rembrandt painting or even to fake Rembrandt. This explicit 
phrase can diagrammatically be represented as in Figure 7-8.
PaintingArtwork






Level 2: Painting’s authenticity
Special Artwork
Figure 7-8: fake Rembrandt fpainting)
Thus, as shown in the diagram, a fake Rembrandt painting is ambiguous. It might mean a 
painting that is not painted by Rembrandt— has narrow scope—or could mean fake 
as a painting and consequently as Rembrandt’s. Also, there is a possibility that some
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work actually done by Rembrandt as a painting, but at a closer look it turns out it is 
fake—say, a print rather than a painting. This latter possibility is represented by  the set
Fake Rambrandt-l, Figure 7-8. If the work is really a painting but it is questionable with 
regard to its originality or authenticity, it will end up either Fake Renbrandt— r̂eal 
painting but not painted by Rembrandt—or origmai Rembrandt sets, when authenticity is 
confirmed.
One can even, go fiorther down more levels—in addition to levels 1 and 2 in Figure 7-8. A 
painting might be a real one, a real Rembrandt but still fake from another perspective. For
instance, if someone who is not familiar enough-with Rembrandt’s work might assert the 
painting to be not a Rembrandt on the grounds that it was done by the very young 
Rembrandt, that is, fake (the adult or the famous) Rembrandt.
Norms of type Implement can also assume a structure similar to that o f Artwork. For, 
example, consider the phrase Fake gun and its representation in Figure 7-9.
GunImplement











Figure 7-9: represeatatiom ®f fake gun
This representation is very similar to that o f fake painting in Figure 7-8: fake gun, at level 
1, asserts that the gun in mind is fimctionally fake; and, in the elliptic form it asserts the
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gun’s “fakeness” as Mexican. In the latter case the phrase fake gun can be a short for fake 
Mexican gun. As with the p h r a s e painting, one can go at least one more level down 
the structure in Figure 7-9 by means of the phrase fake! 9th century Mexican gun, i.e. fake 
only with respect to a specific era.
However, there is one difference between the semantics of fake gun and fake painting: 
one might have a replica gun or a replica watch but not a replica painting (to some 
extent), for instance. This is due to the fact that artworks are more valuable for their 
uniqueness. This distinction comes from the definitions of Artwork and Implement. 
However, uniqueness is not a sole property of Artwork. Consider the literal meaning of 
the phrases fake holy grail or a fake Cleopatra tub. Here, tubs and grails are usually o f 
not much value and can be replicated, but they acquire value and uniqueness when they 
are related some events or individuals.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the representations of the phrases such as fake  
(Rembrandt) paining and fake (Mexican) gun do not preclude disjoint readings, Figure 7- 
8 and 7-9. The referent of the phrase fake Rembrandt painting could belong to the set o f 
fake (i.e. not real) painting and to the set of things purported to be Rembrandt’s (but in 
fact they are not). The Figure 7-8 presents a certain level of abstraction. For instance, the 
set Rembrandt Works of Figure 7-8 contains fake and real work that belong to 
Rembrandt. To get the inclusive reading of fake Rembrandt painting (i.e. as being fake as 
a painting and as work does not belong to Rembrandt), we need to split the set 
Rembrandt Works into two sets—fake and real—and obtain the desired reading.
7.6.4 Privative Compounds
Based on the analysis of privative compounds, see section 7.3.1, we will consider the 
phrase wooden man. The semantics of this phrase can be represented as in Figure 17-10.
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Inanimate
Animate






Figure 7-1(1; represemtatian of wooden man
As mentioned in section 7.3, type-denoting intersectives are only sensitive to some types, 
e.g. animates. Wooden chair and stone statue are still intersective. However, the 
compounds o f wooden chair and stone chair are also subsets of their respective nouns. In 
figure 7-10 Wooden Men is subset of Wooden Things, hence the subsective reading. That 
is,
I wooden manjj c  |wooden|
A representation based on the analysis of subsection 7.3.2 might look like Figure 7-11.
Tin thingsMan
Fake Men
T in  MenW ooden Men
Figure 7-11: Mepresemtetion of wooden man, as a subsective readiag
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In Figure 7-11, it is clear that a subsective reading can be obtained. This is expressed in 
the following set operation;
I wooden manjl £  |fake man |  c  |  manjj
7.6.5 Summaty of Discussion
The discussion in the previous subsection can be summarized by means of Table 7-4. In 
Table 7-4, types of different nouns are matched up against all kinds of adjectives. The 
result of this match-up is the identification of the respective semantic operations indicated
as entries in the table.




Noiin N. Pure Double e.g. clever, good, etc.\ e .g . veteran Reference-modifying Referent-modifying
Nat. Kind
e.g. human






a n  Type(n) c n a n  Type(n) C  n or 
^ p n ’s .
Implemeiit 
e.g. gun
a n n n.a. c n n.a. c n
Artwork e.g. 
painting
a n n n.a. c n n.a. c  n o r
Table 7-4: sumniary of semstatic operatisns ®n adjectival compoimis
Where ‘a’ and ‘n' represent adjective and noun, respectively. Also, in Table 7-4, the 
meta-ftmction Type is used to get the type of a referent from its reference. This is 
necessary in the treatment of “double adjectives” to get both reference- and referent- 
modifying readings.
Some of the operations are ambiguous. This is indicated in Table 7-4 by: (1) multiple 
entries in the table, as in the case of the subsective adjectives and Role types; and, (2) by
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the connective 'o r’. In the latter case, for example, a fake gun can mean two things: a gun 
per se is fake or it is fake with regard to certain brand, e.g. fake Mexican gun. Fake 
painting also is ambiguous, as pointed out in subsection 7.6.3. However, this ambiguity 
stems from using the short form of the expression rather that the long form, i.e. fake 
painting as short form for fake Rembrandt painting or fake gun as a short form for fake 
Mexican gun.
Table 7-4 serves as a rough approximation. In chapter 9, we further elaborate on Table 7- 
4 so that idiosyncrasies of different compounds are taken into consideration. For 
example, although both ‘skilful’ and ‘good’ are classified as double adjective, they differ 
in their semantic behaviour with regard to some common noun types.
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Chapter 8
__________SEMANTICS OF MULTIPLE-ADJECTIVE COMPOUNDS
There is a restriction on the order of adjectives in English as well as all other languages 
that have “adjective” in their syntactic categories (see, Dixon (1982, p24), Quirk et a! 
(1985), Frawiey (1992), and Shaw and Hatzivassiloglou (1999)). Thus, for example, the 
compound beautiful short curved new red German racing car is acceptable in English, 
while the compound red curved short beautiful new racing German car is not—though, it 
passes the grammaticality test. Adjective ordering, thus, is semantically motivated: 
adjectives are categorized in semantic classes according to some rigid criteria. For 
example, Quirk and Greenbaum(1973, p 404) suggest the order general> age> coiour> 
participle> provenance> noun> denominal, while Dixon (1982) proposes the order 
va!ue> dimension> physical property> speed> human propensity> age>colour.
The literature, as Raskin and Nirenburg (1995) note, does not include relative adjectives, 
where privatives are subclass of, in proposals connected with adjective ordering. 
However, there is a general agreement, e.g. Kamp (1975) and Frawely (1992), that 
intensional adjectives precede extensional ones, when they sequentially combine to
modify a common noun head. Accordingly, in this chapter, we will only discus the cases 
where privative adjectives are at the leftmost position in the multiple adjective
compounds.
In addition, we, in line with our analysis, assume that common nouns, intersective 
adjective, and subsective adjectives—relative to the denotation of the noun they combine 
with—denote sets. The elements o f such sets can be—where appropriate— fake/real, 
current/former, etc. For example, the set Student can be represented as in Figure 8-1.
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Fonner
Figure 8-1: represeatation of Student set with respect to the privatives f̂ake’ and ‘former’
A similar representation can be provided for intersective adjectives such as ‘red’ with 
regard to ‘fake’.
8.1 Priwailwe-lntersectlwe Combination
The first example we will consider is (8-1). In this example, we have a privative and an 
intersective adjective that modify the noun man, which is of type natural kind.
( 8-1)
fake red man
This combination has the following possible (semantic) representation—two possibilities, 






Figure 8-2: the represeBtatl®n of fake red man
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The two possible reahings are depicted in Figure 8-2: (1), where fake has narrow scope, 
and (2), where fake has wide scope over the adjective phrase red man. A  similar 
rqsresentation can be shown for nouns of type Implement, e.g. fake red gun, and those of 
type Artwork, e.g. fake red painting. This is because the adjective ‘red’ is a referent- 
modifying adjective.
It should be noted that the set Red_Man does not represent the set intersection o f Red and
Man; rather, it is a representation of the denotation of the idea or thought o f “red man”.
8.2 Privative-Subsectives Combination
For the privative-subsective combination, we use the privative ‘fake’ and the pure 
subsective ‘veteran’. The adjectival phrase involving these adjectives is illustrated by
example (8-2).
( 8-2)
Fake veteran manager 





Figure 8-3: representation of feke veteran manager
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In Figure 8-3, the numbers (1) and (2), respectively, represent the narrow and wide 
readings o f the adjective fake.
Double adjectives are similar to pure subsective. However, the intersective reading must 







Figure 8-4: intersective reading offake sMifml surgeon
Figure 8-4 depicts the general sense of ‘skilfoF. In the figure, the absolute sense of 
‘skil&r is indicated as ‘skilM l ’. The two possible readings are indicated in the figure as 
(1), the aarrow-scope of skilful, and (2), the wide-scope of skilful.
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Figure S-S: Sabsective reading &f fake skilful surgeon
Figure 8-5 shows the two readings o f the kind-modifying (i.e. reference-modifying) sense 
of ‘skilM ’. The nairow-scope and wide-scope readings are indicated, respectively, (1)
and (2).
8.3 Privative-privative combinations
Since privatives are now considered subsectives, their semantic behaviour is not much 
different from that of the other subsectives, e.g. ‘veteran’. Consider example (8-4) and its
representation in Figure 8-6.
(8-4)
forma’ fake actor
Here, again, we have two possible readings. These readings correspond to the nairow- 
scope, labeled (1) in Figure 8-6, and wide-scope reading, labeled (2) in Figure 8-6, o f  
‘former’.
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F o m er
Fonaer
Figore 8-6; representatioa offormer fmke actor
If we reverse the adjectives of example (8-4) to get (8-5), we still have the same pattern, 








Figure 8-7: representation offake farmer actor
The numbers (1) and (2) in Figure 8-7 indicate, respectively, narrow-scope and wide- 
scope effect of the adjective ‘fake’.
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Chapter 9
___________________ IMPLEMENTATION: SUBSECTIVE VERSION
In this chapter, we present an algorithin for computing the semantics o f adjectival 
phrases. The algorithm is based on the analysis in the previous two chapters. The 
algorithm is implemented as a Miranda program. We will dub this routine API, 
Adjectival Phrase Interpreter.
9.1. Adjectival Phrase interpreter (API): building the lexicon and
mapping lexemes to sets
API’s lexicon is rather limited. It only contains adjectives and nouns— common and 
proper. However, this serves our purpose in treating adjective-noun combinations. 
Initially, the lexicon recognizes the following types of adjectives: intersective, subsective, 
and privative. Eventually, adjectives will be either intersective or subsective. Nouns are 
entered to the lexicon along with their respective types. For example, ‘gun’ would have 
the type Implement entered along with it.
In line with our analysis, privative adjectives are considered subsective. However, in 
order for them to be at equal footing with regular subsective, API must do some extra
work. Once an input containing a privative adjective is entered, API does two things:
1. If not already created, it creates a set denoting the noun, i.e. the superset; and,
2. It creates two subsets of the noun’s denotation, the superset.
For example, the input artificial heart would trigger the creation, if it does not exist, o f 
the super set Heart and its constituent subsets Artificial-Heart and Natural-heart.
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9.2 Implementation Strategy
Our ontology assumes the existence of four types; Natural Kind, Role, Implement, and 
Artwork. Although each adjective-noun combination has, with the exception o f  complete 
synonymy, a  uniquely computed meaning, adjectives are similar in their range o f 
applicability to nouns. Our strategy is to abstract away from the idiosyncrasies o f 
meanings o f  adjective-noun combinations and focus on their applicability. W e want to 
take advantage of this observation in order to save time and effort in coding the program 
as well as improving program maintainability. This can be achieved by grouping 
adjectives that are similar in their range of applicability. Then, those similar adjectives 
receive the same implementation framework. To further clarify what we mean consider 
Table 9-1.















Nat Kind 7 V " v X X X
Rote V V X V
ImplemeBt X •V '1 ..... ................ "x i X X
Artwork X X V X X
Table 9-1; Abstracting implementation detaOs
In Table 9-1, for instance, the adjectives "former’ and ‘skilful’, in their subsective sense, 
can have similar implsnentations. Thus, they are going to be in the same implementation 
category, with other adjectives, if  any, that behave in a similar way.
Since, according to our analysis, adjectives can be intersective, subsective or both, we 
reduce the columns of table 9-1 to just tw'o colunms, as in Table 9-2—-in the case o f the 
adjective ‘good’. It should be clear that Table 9-2 expresses the observation that ‘good’, 
in its predicative sense, is applicable to all types except those of type Implement and 
Artwork. Along with ‘good’, adjectives such as ‘bad’ might r o u ^ y  share the same 
implementation.
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good! =
Intersective Subsective




Table 9-2: applcabiMty pattern of ‘good’ 
The adjective ‘beautifixF can have the following pattern.
II b e a u t i f u l  |  =
Intersective Subsective




Table 9-3: applcabllty patter of ‘beantifttl’
The adjectives ‘old’ and ‘new’ may fall in the same implementation category as 
‘beautiful’.
It should be noticed that although ‘good’ and ‘beautiM’ are classified as double 
adjectives their semantic representations differ. This is depicted in tables 9-2 and 9-3.
A pure intersective adjective such as ‘red’ can have the applicability pattern that is shown 
in Table 9-4.






Table 9-4; applicability pattern for ‘red’
As shown in Table 9-45 Ted’ is applicable to the four types. Since Ted’ is a “pure’ 
intersective adjective, it cannot be used subsectively.
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‘red’ is to b e  contrasted with the “pure” subsective adjective such as ‘veteran’. The 
iatter’s applicability pattern is depicted in Table 9-5.
I veteran =
Intersective Subsective




Table 9-5: applcablity pattern for ‘veteran’
From table 9-1, it is evident that, given the four types we assumed, there are 256 
(i.e. 16X16) possible patterns. In fact, the number o f patterns is less than 256 since the 
pattern in Table 9-6 cannot conceivably occur.
Intersective Subsective




TaMe 9-6: the impossible pattern
Other possible patterns are reported in Appendix B.
9.3 Coding and Data Representation
API coding is straightforward. All that we need is populated sets—some might be 
empty—and the definition of operations over these sets. The operations are subset, 
intersection, and union.
The sample program assumes a domain of entities that include the following: 
man1, man2, manS represented, respectively, by symbols m l, m2, m3 
spade 1, spade2, spadeS represented, respectively, by symbols spl, sp2, sp3
Then, for example, we can define the following sets, based on the above domain:
seLoLman =[m1, m2, m3, m4] 
seLoLspade =[sp1, sp2, sp3 j
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seLof_surgeon =[m1, m3, rri41
seLof_iarQe = [fn1, m4, sp1| if  we assume that iarge’ is not vague
Since subsective readings are enumerated, not computed, they are also defined as part of 
the database hierarchy. For example, the set that represents the denotation o f  the phrase 
good surgeon— good as a surgeon, the subsective reading—is as follows: Hooper
seLof_good_as_surgeon -[m3, m4]
However, the intersective readings are generated from the database, e.g. large man.
9.4 A Review of the Source Code
In this subsection we present a documentation of the essential parts of the source code.
Creating the Database. The database is created as a set hierarchy. It includes four 
common nouns. These are: ‘man’, ‘surgeon’, ‘musician’, and ‘spade’. The database is 
illustrated in Figure 9-1.
seLoLman = [m1, m2, m3, m4]
seLoLsurgeon = [m 1, m3, m4|
sel_of_good_as_surgeon = [m3, m4j 
seLof_beautifuLas_surgeon = [m4] 
set_of_musician = [m2, m4]
set_of_beautifuLas_musician= [m2I 
S0t_of_spade = [sp1, sp2, sp3]
s8t_of_good_as_spade = [sp2, sp3] 
set of„ beautifuLaLspade = fsp2j
Figure 9-l:a snapsMot of API’s database
As shown in Figure 9-1, for example, the subsective reading beautiful surgeon is 
represented as the set s e t_ o f _ b e a u t i f u l _ a s _ s u r g e o n ;  given the current states o f
affairs, it contains the member “m4”.
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Operations on Sets. API defines three set operations. These are union, intersection, and 
subset. The respective Miranda definition of these operations is shown in Figure 9-2.
unite St =s++( t  -  s) 
intersect s t = s -- (s --1)
subset s t = True, if (s - 1) = Q 
= False, otherwise
Figure 9-2: the coding of set operation
Meaning Representation. Meaning of words is represented in terms of sets. Each 
meaning consists of a triple: a word, a type and a set. Representation o f the common
nouns ’man% tepade’, 'surgeon’, and ‘musician’ is shown in Figure 9-3.
man = [(“man", "nat”, seLof_man)|
spade = [("spade", "impi", set_of_spade)]
surgeon = [("surgeon", "role", set_of_surgeon)] 
musician = [("musician", ''role“,set_of_musician)|
Figure 9-3: representing the meaning of common nouns
It should be noted that word meaning is represented as a list. TMs is important in  order to 
accommodate ambiguity.
Snbsective Readings. Since subsective readings are non-computable, a utility function, 
g e t _ s e t ,  is used to retrieve sets denoting the subsective reading by means o f strings
identifiers.
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get_set any = Q
.surgeon" = seLof„good_as_surgeon 
.spade" = set_of_good_as_spa£ie 
,as_surgeon“ -  se!_of_beautifuLas_surgeon 
,as_musician" = set_of„beautifuLas„musician 





Figure 9-4: representstion of subsective readings
This utility function is shown in Figure 9-4 in the case of the subsective readings good as 
surgeon, good as spade, beautiful surgeon, beautiful musician, beautiful spade, good as 
beautiful (physically beautiful) surgeon, and good as beautiful surgeon.
Intersective Adjectives. The meaning of adjectives is described as “operators” on the 
meaning of nouns such that the result in some cases depends on the type of the noun. This 
is shown in Figure 9-5 in the case of the adjective Targe’.
large [(w, t, s)j = [(“large" ++ ++ w, t, intersect s set_ofJarge)]
Figure 9-5: representation of adjectives
Note that in Figure 9-5 the adjective Targe’ is intersective; we further assume, for 
simplicity, that it is not vague.
Double Adjectives. Double adjectives have two different representations: one for the 
intersective reading and the other for the subsective one.
API implements the double adjectives ‘good’ and ‘beauti&F. Figure 9-6 shows the 
implementation of ‘good’.
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good [(w, t, s)| -  |("moraiy„gc»d" ++ ”  ++ w, tjntersed s set_oLmorally_5ood)|, 
if (t = “naf)
= K"good_as_'' ++ w, t, get_set ("good_as_" ++ w))],
if (t = “imprV! = “artwork") 
= map changeJo_role (good [(w, "nat”, s)])++(good [(w, “imp!”, s)|), 
if t ="role" where changeJojofe (w,t,s) = (w,"rote", s)
Figure 9-6: defining the adjective ‘good’
It should be noted that the meaning of ‘good’ is a function of the type of the noun it 
combines with. If the noun is Nat Kind or Role .then the reading is intersective (as well as 
subsective, in  the case of Role). For all other types, the reading is subsective; in  this case, 
we need to identify the subsective set.
Although ‘beautiful’ is a double adjective as ‘good’ is, its applicability pattern diffas 
from that o f ‘good’. This difference is evident from the tables 9-2 and 9-3. The Miranda 
code that defines ‘beautiful’ is shown in Figure 9-7.
beautiful [(w, t, s)] -  [("visualiy.beautifuL" ++ w, % 
intereect s set_of_vlsually_beautiful)], if t = “nat" 
= [('Visua!ly_beautifuL“ ++ w, t, 
intersect s set_ol_visua!fy_beautiful)] ++ [("beautiluLasJ' ++ 
w, t, get_set (“beautifuLasJ' ++ w))], otherwise
Figure 9-7; definition o f‘beantlfii’
Figure 9-7 shows the code that accommodates the two possible reading of ‘beautiful’; the 
intersective reading (pertaining physical beauty), and the subsective reading (describing
how actions are performed).
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Once ‘good’ and ‘beautifar are deined, it is possible to abstract their implementation out 
and use them as “blueprin.ts” to define similar adjectives. Abstraction is illustrated below 
in the case o f  the adjectives ‘large’ and ‘smalF.
Implementation Abstraction. As mentioned earlier, one of API’s implementation 
strategies is to avoid implementation repetition. This is done by allowing different 
adjectives that have similar semantic applicability patterns to share a similar piece o f  
code. TMs is shown in Figure 9-8 in the case o f the mijective ‘small’, wMch shares a 
similar semantic pattern with Targe’.
(1) makejntersectiveJ aw as I(w,t,s)] =
(2) [(aw ++" J' ++ w, t, intersect s as)]
(3) small = make_intersective_1 “small” set_of_small
(4) visually_beautiful = make_intersective_1 “visuaiy_beautiful" set_oLvisual!y_beautiful
Figure 9-8; defining abstraction
Lines (1) and (2) of Figure 9-8 define abstraction o f Targe’; based on tMs definition, the 
adjective ‘small’ is defined, line (3) of Figure 9-8. Finally, line (4) of Figure 9-8 defines 
hyphenated adjectives that are purely intersectives.
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Chapter 1®
ANALYSIS OF THE SUBSECTIVE APPROACH
In the previous three chapters we have argued that the denotation of an adjective-noun
combinations is a subset of the denotation of the noun. The preceding chapter provided 
an implementation of this approach.
In tills chapter, we provide an analysis to the subsective approach mainly in terms of the 
implementation results obtained by running the sample program, API.
10.1 Argument on Compositionality
We argue that the subsective approach is compositional. This is because the meaning o f 
the adjectival compound is a function of its parts, namely a subset of the noun. Formally, 
this can be shown as follows. Let an be a node in a parsing tree dominating the nodes adj 
and noun. Then the meaning of an is defined as follows:
\\an\\ = F {  \\adj\\, \\noun\\)
where \[noun\ \ is a set and ||a< ĵ| is a function if adj is subsective, otherwise, ^adj\ j is a set. 
F  and its composite fimction g are defined as follows:
F--
g: » \\noun% if  adj is subsective
|a ^ '|  n  |noMii| if  adj is intersective
In either case, the value of F  is always a subset o f  the noun of the compound, i.e. noun.
The fimction F  applies to all adjective-noun combinations. Since Miranda is a ftmctional
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programmmg language, the mapping of the fimction F  into a Miranda program is 
straightforward^ as shown in the previous chapter.
10.2 A rgum ent on Inference Correctness
In showing th a t  the subsective approach warrants valid inferences only, we w ill be using 
sample outputs from the API program.
At the tim e o f  posing queries to API, its database has the following contents:
set_of_man = [m l, m2, m3, m4]
S0t_of_mora!ly_good =[nnl, m2]
set_of_surgeon = |m1, m3, m4|
set_of_good_as_surgeon = [m3, m4]
set_of_beautifuLas_surgeon = [m4]
set_of_musician = [m2, m4]
seLoLbeautiful_as_.musician = [m2]
seLoLspade = [spl, sp2, sp3|
set_of_good_as_spade = [sp2, sp3]
s8t_of_beautifuLas_spacJe = [sp2]
set_Qf_visually_b0autiful = [m2, m3, sp1 ]
seLofJarge =[m1,m4, sp1]
set_of_sma!l = [m2, m3, sp2, sp3]
set_oLgood_as_visually„beautifuLsurgeon = [m3] 
set_of_good_as_beautifuLas_surgeon = [m4]
10.2.1 Case 1: single adjective and a head noun 
Following are some queries and API’s responses:
Query!: good man
Reply: [ffriorally_good_jnaii”, “nat”,['friajar\ “man2”])]
Explanation: there is only one response since the expression good man is unambiguous. 
Good here is intersective. There are two entities “m anl” and “man2” in the intersection 
of the sets set_oLmoral!y_goaJ and se!_Df_man.
Query2: good surgeon
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Reply: [(“moraily_good_surgeoii”,”i:oie”,[“manl ”]),
(“good^as^surgeon”, “role”, [“manS”, “man4”])]
Explanation: good in good surgeon has two possible meanings: morally good 
(intersective), and good as a surgeon (subsective).
QueryS: beautiM man
Reply: [(’Visttally3eautiM_man'V’nat’',["maii2","man3"])]
Explanation: here again the query is unambiguous. Because man is of type N a t Kind, 




Explanation: API generates two responses to the query beautiful spade since ‘beautifuF is 
a double adjective. This is consistent with the intuition that a spade can be physically 
beautiM—the intersective reading—or can be beautiful (e.g. handy) as a spade—the 
subsective reading. In terms of API’s database, as shown above, there are two instances 
of spade, “spade!” denoted by “spl” and “spade2” denoted by “sp2”. The former is 
beautiful as spade, and the latter is visually beautiful.
Query5: beautiM surgeon
Reply: [("visually_beautiM_surgeon'V'role",[”manl ’V'manS”]), 
("beautiM_as__surgeon’V'role",["inaii4"])]
Explanation: here, 'beautiM i s  a double adjective and ‘surgeon’ is a role. Thus, 
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Explanation: the response to query? reflects the idea that the compound good spade is 
subsective. TMs is to be contrasted with query4 where “beauty”, contrary to “goodness”, 
is a property shared by many things.
10.2,2 Case II: consecutive adjectives and a head noun
In the following query samples, we use parentheses to indicate the wide-scope reading o f 
the respective adjectives.
Query?: large (good man)
Reply: [("largc_moral!y_good_maii'V'nat",[''maiil"])]
Explanation: here large is intersective. It modifies ‘manh In other words, the compound 
large good man is equivalent to large, good man. The result indicates the common 
element, “m aul”, among the three involved sets.
Query 8 : good (large man)
Reply: [("moral!y_good_large_man'V'nat",["manl"])]
Explanation: the adjective good is understood to be intersective in this compound. For 
‘man’ is o f type Nat, Kind. TMs makes Query2 equivalent to Query 1, that is, set 
intersection involving the three sets.
Queiy9: large (good surgeon)
Reply; [('’iarge_morally_good_surgeon'',’'roie’',["manl"]), 
("large_^ood__as_surgeon’V'impl",["man4"])]
Explanation: here, the compound is ambiguous. The ambiguity stems from the adjective 
good and the noun surgeon. In its intersective reading, good yields the same result as in 
Query! and Query2. In the other subsective reading of good and because large is 
intersective, the resulting list indicates a set intersection involving the sets set_of_iarge 
and set_ofjcxxl_as_surgeon.
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Query 10: large (beautiful surgeon)
[(”iarge_\dsually_beautiM_surgeon","roie”,[]),
("large_beautiM_as_surgeoii*V’role”,["maji4"])]
Explanation: in this expression, beautiful is ambiguous; in its intersective sense and 
according to API’s current database, there is no common element between the sets 
set_of_iarge, seLoLvisua!iy_beatJttfu!, and seLoLsurgeon.





Explanation: here, since both good and beautiful^ when modifying a noun o f  type role, 
are ambiguous, four possible answers are expected. In its intersective reading, good (i.e. 
morally good) has no common element(s) with the sets denoting (both visual!y_beautiM 
and beautiM_as) beautiful things, and surgeon. This results in empty sets—lists in terms 
of the Miranda program. The other two readings yield non-empty sets. This is because the 
sets set_of_goocj_as_visually_beautifuLsurgeon and set_of_gocxl_as_beautifuLas_surgeon 
have, respectively, the elements “man3” and “man4”.
Note that the program API composes the names of result sets, e.g. 
“good„as_visuaiy„beautifuLsurgeon”  and “ good„as„beautifuLas„surgeon” . For intersective 
cases this “name” is only used to help the user understand the output. However, for 
subsective cases, the composed name (e.g. “set_of_good_as_beautifuLas_surgeon” ) is used 
to identify the “subsective” set from the database and, as such, is part o f the function g  
from section 10.1.
10.2.3 Case ill: Validation of Inference correctness
In this subsection, we show that API does not license wrong inferences. To proof tMs 
case, consider the following arguments, in the form of queries to API and their answers.
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TIais means, among other things, “ ‘man4* is beautiM as a surgeon”.
Query: musician
Reply: [(''musician'V'role",["niaji2'V'man4"])]




This means, among other things, “ ‘man2' is beauti&i as a musician”. Thus, '‘man4” is 
not listed in reply. Therefore, “man4” is not beautiM as a musician.
Further, consider the following argument:
Query: spade
Reply: [("spade","impl",["spade! ","spade2","spade 3"])]
This means, among other things, “ ‘spade! ’ is a spade”.
Query: visuailyJbeautiM spade
Reply: [("visually_beautiM_spade'V'impT,["spade!"])]
TMs means, “ spade! is (physically) beautiM”.
Query: beautiful as_spade spade 
Reply: [("beautiful_as_spade","imp!",["spade2"])]
This means, “ Spade2 is beautiful as a spade”. Since “spade 1” is not included in this 
answer, it is concluded that “spade!” is not beautiful as a spade—although it is a visually 
beautiM spade”.
Thus, these arguments show that no invalid inferences have been drawn. This shows the 
approach is sound in its treatment o f adjectives-noun combination.
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10.3 Shortcomings
The Subsective approach to the semantics of adjective-noun combinations has two 
weaknesses. First, it recognizes two classes of adjectives. This division is reflected in the 
implementation of the program, API. API performs, as we have seen earlier, computation
of meaning only in the case of set intersection operation. That is, when the adjectives 
involved have intersective readings. Otherwise, it just performs subset picking-outs.
Second, also related to the first, coding subsective readings as well as wide-scope 
readings such as those in Query 13 as part of the database hierarchy is not a neat way o f 
doing computation.
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Chapter 11 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE SECOND PROPOSED 
APPROACH AND EXAMPLES: THE INTERSECTIVE VERSION
So far, we have been arguing for a uniform treatment of adjective-noun combinations that 
is subsective. This is based on the conventional approach that says adjectives and nouns 
have the same internal representation.
In this chapter, we argue that since adjectives and nouns are different, their respective 
representation should be different as well. Once this difference is taken into account, 
adjectives are shown to be semantically systematic in their behaviour and all o f  them can 
be treated intersectively.
11.1 Motivation
In section 3.3, we quoted Jespersen (1929). This quote is repeated below;
On the whole, substantives are more special than 
adjectives, they are applicable to fewer objects than 
adjectives, in the parlance o f  logicians, the extension o f  a 
substantive is less, and its intension is greater than that o f  
an adjective.
The difference between adjectives and common nouns has also been expressed by  
Strawson (see, Guarino (1998) as that between sortal and nonsortal predicates. Strawson 
states that a sortal predicate, “supplies a principle for distinguishing and counting 
individual particulars which it collects”, while a nonsortal predicate “supplies such a
principle only for particulars already distinguished, or distinguishable, in accordance with 
some antecedent principle or method”.
We believe, bearing Jespersen’s and Strawson’s observations in mind, that representing
common nouns on a par with adjectives is “forcing” a behaviour on adjectives that is not
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in their nature. TMs behaviour manifests itself in the intersection failure of sets 
representing adjectives and sets representing common nouns, which leads to the 
conclusion that adjectives must be of complex nature.
We argue that it is possible to represent all adjectives as sets, and yet capture their 
idiosyncrasies. TMs can be done by considering sets representing adjectives as having 
typed objects as their members. A schema for an adjective-representing set m ay look like 
the following:
( 11-1)
SeLname =fmember: typel): type2 
where typel is a non-property type and type2 a property type
For example, clever pet, clever man, and clever police dog in the sentences John is a 
clever man, Fido is a clever pet, and Fido is a clever police dog can be represented as
follows:
Ciever-fj: human, f: pet, f: policedog): clever 
where || JohnlH, and | Rdo|| = f 
TMs representation of the adjective 'clever' captures the intuition that although “j” and 
“f  ’ are members of the set Clever, both are clever in their own way. John is clever as a 
man wMle Fido is clever as a dog. What they have in common is “cleverness” . TMs is 
reflected by ascribing the type “clever” to the set containing them.
This representation of adjectives makes it possible for an object to have more than one 
occurrence in adjective-representing sets, as done with “f: pet” and “f; policedog” in the
set Clever.
Common nouns may have the following representation schema:
( 11-2)
SeLname =fmember: type}: type
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where type is a non-property type
The representatioB of (11-2) is different from that of (11-1) in that the members’ type is 
the same as the  set’s type. The representation of (11-2) servers two purposes: 1) it makes 
the internal structure of common nouns similar to that of adjectives (i.e. '‘member: type” 
pattern); and, 2) it eliminates the co-extension problem. Regarding the latter point, if for 
example, as is the case in the actual world, the set of cordate contains the same elements 
as those in the set of renate, according to (11-2), the two sets are not equal. Hence, they 
do not mean the same thing.
11.2 Equality of typed Sets
Since sets now contain typed elements, set operations must take the type of set members 
into consideration. TMs can easily be accommodated as follows:
The elements xi and %2 are equal iff xj and xj are the one and the same and both o f the 
same type
We, also, require members of adjectives that are considered (by and large) independent, 
i.e. denote irrespective of the type of the noun they combine with, be given the most 
generic type “x ”- This type has the lowest precedence amongst types. It is the supertype 
of every type in the type Merarchy.
11.3 Examples Using the New Approach
TMs section contains examples using the new approach. The examples cover different 
kinds of adjective-noun combinations.
11.3.1 intersectives 
Argument example:
Maria is a vegetarian dancer
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Maria is a singer
Therefore, Maria is a vegetarian singer (valid)
Set representation:
Hunian= (m: human,...}: human 
Dancer= {midanrer dancer
Singer= {m: singer,...}: singer 
Vegetarian= vegetarian where || Maria || = m
Inference example:
[ - me  (Vegetarian fl Singer )
Expected answer: True




Maria is a skilM dancer 
Maria is a singer
Therefore, Maria is a skilful singer (invalid)
(Here, we still distinguish two senses o f ‘skilM ’, i.e. the role-modifying and the kind- 
modifying. However, we can use one set only)
Set representation:
Dancer= (m: dancer,...): dancer
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Singer= {m: singer,...| : singer 
Skilful*1= {m: :skilful-1 i.e. the kind (referent) modifying
SkiIfu!-2= (m: dancer,...}:skilful-2 i.e. the role(reference) modifying
Inference example:
j- m e (Skillfol-2 H Singer)
Expected answer: False
Reason: the member “m: singer” is not in the intersection because of type mismatch. That 
is, the element “m: dancer” of the set SMI&1-2 does not match any member o f the set 
Singer whose members are of type singer.
b)
We add sentences (I) and (II) to the database in (a):
I) Maria is a skiifal woman
II) Maria is a Politician
Therefore, Maria is a skilful politician (Invalid)
After adding the previous two pieces of data, the following sets will be updated/created;
Human = {m: human,...}: human 
Skiu!-1 = {m: X i-}: skiul-1 
Politician = (m: politician,...}: politician
Inference example: 
j- m € (SkiiM-2 fl Politician)
Expected answer: False 
|-m e (Skilful-1 fl Politician)
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Expected answer: true
Notice that (SkilM-2 fl Politician) and (SkilM-1 P. Politician) generate different 
answers. TMs is because the former states that whatever in the intersection is skilful as a
politician, while the latter states that the intersection includes those individuals who axe 
politicians and generally skilled, i.e. not necessarily skilled as politicians.
11.3.3 Pure Subsective
Example argoment:
John is a guitarist 
John is a veteran musician
Therefore, John is a veteran guitarist (invalid)
Guitarist = (j: guitarist,...}: guitarist
Musician -  (j: musician, ...|: musician 
Veteran = {j: musician}: veteran Where |j John]] = j
From this representation, it is clear that the statement John is a veteran guitarist cannot 
be affirmed. This is because “j ” is not in the intersection of Veteran and Guitarist.
11.3.4 Privative
Argument example, one:
Maria is a former teacher 
Maria is a programmer
Therefore, Maria is a former programmer (Invalid)
Set representation:
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Human -  fm: Human,...}: Human 
Teacher= fm: teacher,...}: teacher 
Formers fm: teacher,...} :former 
Programmer=(m: programmer,...}: programmer 
Inference examples:
|- m e (Former H Programmer)
Expected answer: false
|- m e  (Former fl Human)
Expected answer: false
Argument example, two:
Maria is a fake surgeon 
Maria is an actor
Therefore, Maria is a fake actor (Invalid)
Set representation:
Surgeon = fm: surgeon,...}: surgeon 
Actor= fm: actor,...}: actor 
Fake = fm: surgeon,...|Me 
Human = fm: human,...}: human
Inference example:
|- m e (Fake fl Actor)
Expected answer: false
f- m e (Fake D Human)
Expected answer: false
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Note: here we should add the set Current, in (a), and Real, in (b) or be able to infer them.
11.3,5 Privative but extensional Adjectives
Example adjective: ‘artificial’
Example inference:
Robots is an artificial man 
Robots is a worker
Therefore, Robots is an artificial worker (valid)
Set representation:
Human = (r5: human,...): human 
Worker = |r5; worker,...}: worker 
Artificial -frSix. ■•■) :artificia! Where || R©bo!5|| = r5
Infa-ence example:
|- rS e (Artificia! n  Worker)
Expected answer: true
[- (Artificial f l Worker) c  Worker 
Expected answer: True
(Artificial H Human) c  Human 
Expected answer: True
Reason: type “x ” is the neutral type. It is overridden by all types
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11.4 Muttiple-adjectlves-one-head-noun Combinations
In the previous section, we presented an intersective treatment of adjective-noun 
combinations. In this section, we extend this treatment to include adjectival phrases with 
multiple adjectives and a head noun.
11.4.1 An Analysis
Providing an intersective account for expressions with multiple adjectives and a head 
noun is a more challengiiig task than single-adjective-noun combinations. This is because 
an adjective in a combination can have different scopes. To illustrate, consider examples 
(11-3).
(11-3)
a) Oceania is a deep blue ocean
b) Companies favour intelligent, aggressive people
c) Jane is an attractive blond woman
In (11-3-a), deep may have wide scope, i.e. modifies blue ocean, or narrow-scope, i.e. 
modifies blue. (11-3-b) is not ambiguous, because of the comma. (11-3-c) is ambiguous, 
due to wide and narrow scope readings.
An at-face-value, set-theoretic representation for the examples in (11-3) is not possible, 
with the exception of example (11-3-b). TMs is due to the associative law of set theory, 
stated below:
V Sets A, B, and C An (B nC) = (A HB) nC
Thus, for instance, mapping examples (11-3) to set intersectioes would fail to capture the 
different possible readings. In particular, consider the wide-scope reading of attractive in 
(11-3-c). TMs reading can be expressed as follows:
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(11-4)
Jane is an [attractive [blond woman]]
And, the set-theoretic representation of the adjectival phrase might look something like 
this:
(11-5)
Attractive n (Blond nWoman)
However, this representation does not capture the intended meaning. That is, attractive 
in (11-4) modifies the expression blond woman as a whole. In other words, for someone 
who utters (11-4), blond is essential to the extent that if the denotation of Jane were not 
blond, the utterance (11-4) might not have taken place.
11.4.2 A Solution
In order to accommodate adjective phrases, we need to do two things. First, expand our 
ontology to include properties—assuming that adjectives denote properties. This will 
enable us to form new property types from the more basic ones. Second, we need a 
rigorous typing system, whereby every set has a type. The typing system we are 
proposing shortly will enable us to generate new types from the basic ones.
The type system must correspond to the grammar’s production rales. Grammar rules for 
adjective phrases might look like the following:
( 11-6)
AP::=AN
N::= AN | man fwoman |man |dancer| surgeon|...
A::= good | red |attractivej fragrant]...
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The rules in (11-6) will recursively generate adjective phrases such as good man, fragrant 
red roses, etc. The grammar in (11-6) generates adjectives phrases by means of a string 
concatenation fiaiction. A typing system should parallel the grammar and be able to 
recursively define new types from exiting ones. Such a system is inductively defined as 
follows:
(11-7)
a) The basic types are the nodes of the taxonomy of Figure 11-1 ̂ e.g. Nat 
Kind, Kind, Properties, role, Implement, and x-
b) If a is a property type and 5 is a basic type, then a: & is a type
c) If a and b are property types then a-b is a property type
d) If fl is a type and h is a non-property type, then g: h is a type.
e) Nothing else is a type.
(11-7-a) states the basic types assumed. In a full-fledged system, the set of admissible 
basic types must be larger than this. However, this set suffices to demonstrate our 
approach.
(11-7-b) states that the first basic type of a resulting set is a property type. This is because 
here we are only treating adjective phrases— n̂ot noun-noim combinations, for example. 
(11-7-c) generates property types. This is necessary for dealing with narrow-scope 
readings, i.e. when an adjective modifies another adjective and both modify a noun or an 
adjective phrase. Both (11-7-b) and (11-7-d) ensure that the resulting type is that of the 
head noun.
Our taxonomy of chapter 6, with Property type included, is repeated below, as Figure 11- 
1.
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Kiad
Nat Kind






Figure 11-1: a taxonomy with properties
With the typing rules of (11-7) in mind, the representation of the adjective phrase in (11- 
4) is as follows, |  Janejj = w:
Blond = blond
Woman = |w: woman,...}:woman 
Blond n Woman = {w: blond: w o m a n ,blond: woman 
Attractive = fw: blond: w o m a n ,attractive 
Attractive n (Blond nWoman) = |w: attractive: blond: w o m a n ,attractive: blond: woman 




Figure 11-2: wide-seope reading of J m e  is an attractive MomS woman
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It should be noticed that from reading (11-4) the following can be deduced:
Jane is blond 
Jane is a woman 
But not necessarily,
Jane is attractive
This reflects the intuition that the sentence Jane is an attractive (blond woman) expresses 
a different proposition from that expressed by the sentence Jane is an attractive, blond 
woman. The latter reading would result in the inclusion of the element “w: woman” in the 
set Attractive.
Finally, narrow-scope readings are computed differently. The narrow scope-reading of an 
{attractive blond) woman is attributing “attractive-blond-ness” to the denotation of Jane. 
Such a reading is depicted in Figure 11-3
mman AWacl^e-btor^ O  wtosw
AP
Figure 11-3: marrow-scope reading of Jane is an attractive bland woman
Notice that the set Attractive-blond is of type “attractive-blond”. This results from 
applying the type formation rule o f (11-7-c). The set representation of the narrow-scope
reading is as follows:
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Attractive-blond = |w: x}'- attractive-blond
Woman = fw: woman): woman 
Attractive-blond n Woman = {w: attractive-blond: woman): attractive-blond: woman
Thus, our semantic interpreter will have two or more different syntactic trees as input,
each of which is treated differently semantically.
11.4.3 More Examples
In this sub-section, we will further carry on applying the new approach to different kinds 
of adjective phrases.
a) Imtersective-iiiterseetive combiaatioa
Example adjectives: ‘deep’, ‘blue’
Sentence:
Oceania is a deep blue ocean
Possible readings:
[Deep blue] ocean—(1) i.e. narrow scope reading of deep
Deep [blue ocean]—(2) i.e. wide scope reading of deep
Deep, blue ocean——(3)
The narrow-scope reading, reading (1) is represented as follows;
Deep-blue = |o: x): deep-blue 
Ocean = fo: ocean): ocean 
Deep-blue ft  Ocean = |o: deep-blue: ocean): deep-blue: ocean 
Where |! Oceania|| = o
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This representation results in an adject!ve-nonn combination coastmction. It is 
intersective and easily compated.
Target reading^: Oceania is a deep (blue ocean)
Set representation:
Deep = (o: b!ue: ocean}: deep 
Blue -  |o: t)-' blue 
Ocean = {o: ocean|:ocean
Computing the meaning
Step 1:
Blue n Ocean ={o: blue: ocean}: blue: ocean
Step2:
Deep n (Blue n Ocean) =|o: deep: blue: ocean): deep: blue: ocean
Finally, reading (2) is a short form for the following 3 readings:
Oceania is a deep ocean 
Oceania is a blue ocean
Each of these readings is a simple adjective-noun combination.
c) Privative-siibsective combinations
Example:
Maria is a fake skilM dancer
Since ‘skilful’ is a double adjective, we assume its two senses are ‘skilM-1 ’ and ‘skilM-
T .  The former is the general sense kind-modifying (or referent-modifyiiig) and the latter
® The readmgs deep, blue ocean and deep {blue ocean) might be eqaivaieot. However, it might tnm oat that 
only bine oceans are deep. Either way, the example here is a means of illustration.
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the role-modifying (or reference-modifying). Thus, the phrase skilful~l dancer would 
describe someone or something who/which is a dancer and generally skiiM— even if 
their dancing is awkward. On the other hand, the phrase sMljul-2 dancer would describe
someone or something who/which dances skilfully.
Because ‘skilful’ is double adjective, the phrase fake skilful dancer will have six possible
readings:
1. [fake skilftil-2] dancer
2. fake [skilful-2 dancer]
3. [fake skilM -1 ] dancer
4. fake [skilful-1 dancer]
5. fake, skilfoi-2 dancer
6. fake, skilful-1 dancer
If Maria is the one who is described by reading (!) then she is a dancer but fakes being 
skilful at dancing. Reading (1) can be represented as follows:
Dancer = fm: dancer,...}: dancer 
Fake-Ski!ful-2 = {m: dancer,..):fake-skilful-2 
Fake-Skilful-2 nOancer= fm: fake*skilfu!-2dancer}: fake-ski!ful-2: dancer 
where m = |  Maria|
In reading (2) fake has a wide scope. It modifies the whole sub-phrase skilful-2 dancer. 
Reading (2) will have the following representation:
Fake = |m: skilful-2: dancer,...): fake 
Dancer = |m: dancer,...}: dancer 
Skilful-2 = (m: dancer): skilful-2 
Skilful-2 n Dancer = (m: skifful-2: dancer): skiful-2: dancer 
Fake n(Ski!ful-2 n Dancer)= {m: fake: skilful-2: dancer}: fake: skilful-2: dancer 
where m = j| Maria|
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As is clear from the representation, Maria is a dancer, and she dances skilfully. However,
her skilful dancing (in some respect) is fake.
Reading (3) describes Maria as a dancer who fakes being generally skilM. This reading 
can have the following representation:
Dancer = fm: dancer,...}: dancer 
Fake-Skilful-1 = {m: x.-lMe-skilful-l 
Fake-Skilful-1 nDancer = {m: fake-skilfui-1: dancer}: fake-skiui-1; dancer 
where m = |j Maria|
Reading (4) is similar to reading (2) but with the sense ‘skilful-F of ‘skilful’. This 
reading has the following representation:
Fake ={m: ski!ful-1: dancer,...}: fake 
Skiiful-1 ={m: -j-l skilful-1 
Dancer ={m: dancer dancer 
Skillui-1 n Dancer =|m: skilful-1; dancer}: skilful-1: dancer 
Fake n (Skilful-1 n Dancer) ={m: fake; skilful-1: dancer}: fake: skilful-1: dancer 
where m = I Maria|
The remaining two readings can have, respectively, the following representations: 
Reading (5):
Fake = fm: dancer,...}; fake 
Skllful-2 = fm: dancer}: skiioi-2 
Dancer = fm: dancer}: dancer 
Fake n Dancep fm; fake; dancer}: fake: dancer 
Skilful-2 n Dancer = fm: skilful-2: dancer}: skilful-2: dancer 
where m = j| Maria|
Reading (5) describes Maria as a fake dancer who dances skilMly.
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Reading (6):
Fake = fm: dancer,...): fake
Skilful-1 = (m; x): sklftjl-1 
Dancer = fm: dancer): dancer 
Fake n Dancer = {m: fake: dancer): fake: dancer 
Skilful-1 n Dancer = |m: skilful-1: dancer): skilful-1: dancer
where m = jj Maria|
Reading (6) describes Maria as a fake dancer who is generally skilled.
d) Doable-double Combination
Example adjectives: 'beauti&l’ and ‘good’.
Sentence; Maria is a good beautiful surgeon
Assmnptton
The respective senses o f ‘beautiM’ and ‘good’ are ‘beautifulVis’, for the intersective 
reading “visually beautiful”, and ‘beautifulAf, for the subsective reading “beautiM at 
doing/performing”; and, ‘goodGn’, fort the intersective reading “generally good/morally 
good” and goodAt for the subsective reading “good at doing/performing”.
There are 10 possible readings. These are:
1. [GoodAt beautifulVis] surgeon
2. [GoodAt beautlMAt] surgeon
3. GoodAt [beautifulAt surgeon]
4. GoodAt [beautifulVis surgeon]
5. [GoodGn beauti&IVis] surgeon
6. [GoodGn beautlMAt] surgeon
7. GoodGn [beautifulAt surgeon]
8. GoodGn [beautifiilGn surgeon]
9. GoodAt, beautifulAt surgeon
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10. GoodGn, beautiMVis surgeon
Of course, some of these combmations are implausible or at best debatable. Generally, 
the senses ‘goodAt’ and beaiiti&lAt apply only to roles— în this particular example to 
‘surgeon’; the sense ‘goodGn’ and ‘beautifulVis’ apply only to kinds (or referent).
Below we provide set representations of some of the readings. In all the representations 
that follow we assume || Maria|j = m
Reading (2): [GoodAt beauti&lAt] surgeon
Here the senses ‘goodAt’ and ‘beautifulAt’ will form a new property o f type “goodAt- 
beautifulAt”. In turn, this new hyphenated adjective modifies surgeon:
Surgeon=(m: surgeon): surgeon 
GoodAt-beautifulAt=|m:surgeon|:gooclAt-beautifulAt
GoodA-beautifulAi nSurgeon = |m: goodAt-beautifulAtsurgeon }:goodAt-beautifulAt:surgeon
Reading (3): GoodAt [beautifulAt surgeon]
Here goodAt modifies the adjective phrase beautifulAt surgeon. This reading can be 
represented as follows;
Surgeon= {m: surgeon}: surgeon 
BeautifuiAt= (m: surgeon}:beautifulAt 
BeautifulAt nSurgeon= {m: beaytifulAtsurgeon}:beaut!fulAt;surgeon 
GoodAt- {m:beutifulAt: surgeon|:goodAt 
GoodAt n (BeautifulAt nSurgeon) = {m:goodAt:beautifylAt:surgeon|: goodAt:beautifulAt:surgeon
Reading (9): GoodAt. beautifulAt surgeon
This reading is equivalent to the following
GoodAt surgeon i.e. performs surgery in a good way
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BeautifulAt surgeon i.e. performs surgery beautifully
GoodAt = fm: surgeon}:goodAt 
BeautifutAt={m:surgeon|:beautifulAt 
BeautifulAt nSurgeon={m; beautifuiAt:surgeon}:beauifulAt; surgeon 
GoodAt nSurgeon=|fn; goodAt: surgeon): goodAt: surgeon
11.5 Scalar Adjectives and the Case of Vagueness
Syntactically Scalar (other terms are 'helative” and 'measure”) adjectives can be in the 
attributive position— e.g. tail in John is a tail man— or in the predicative position—as in 
John is tali. Scalar adjectives behave strangely with regard to the inference process. 
Consider the adjective ‘talF in the following inference:
( l l ”i)
John is a basketball-player
John is a tall man
John is a tall basketball-player (invalid inference)
This wrong inference does not mean that the adjective ‘tail’ is subsective. Such a 
conclusion would mean that ‘tail’ is intensional, which is not true^. For the property of 
being tall is not a part o f the intension of “basketball-player”. Rather, it is a property of 
John’s. This is to be contrasted by the sentence John is an established basketball player.
However, if  the data in (11-8) is changed to that of (11-9) the conclusion is still not
necessarily invalid.
(11-9)
John is a tall basketball player
' Some authors consider scalar adjectives intensional.
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John is a man
John is a tall man
For we may later come to know the fact that John is not tall— ĥe might be handicapped or 
a dwarf. Here the “tallness” factor relative to some stereotypical context is not 
inforaiative.
Generally speaking, the use of scalar adjectives is very subjective. One person, for
example, might think models are typically tall and slim, while others may not share 
him/her this belief.
The issue of vagueness, in general, and vagueness of adjectives, in particular, is a thorny 
one. It is a well-known problem in many fields such as philosophy, cognitive science, and 
linguistics. Theories such as “supervaluation” and “fuzzy logic” try to account for this
problem. To show the depth o f this issue, we here quote Russell (1945):
We are told that, since 6 is greater that 4 but less than 12, 6 is both great and 
small, which is a contradiction. Again, Socrates is now taller than Theaetetus, 
who is a youth not yet full grown; but in a few years Socrates will be shorter 
than Theaetetus. Therefore Socrates is both tall and short. The idea o f a 
relational proposition seems to have puzzled Plato, as it did most of the great 
philosophers down to Hegel (inclusive).
What makes scalar adjectives hard to deal with is that they are also sensitive to context, 
as discussed in subsections 4.2 and 4.7.
Here, we are not concerned with providing a “cure-all” solution to vague constructs. 
Rather, within the contexts of adjective-noun combinations, we are in pursuit o f a rather 
modest ambition that will enable us to eliminate undesired inferences such as those in 
(11-8) and (11-9). For this goal, the adjective representation we presented in this chapter
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can help in blocking such wrong inferences. In this representation, the set Tall will look 
something like the following:
Tall -  (J: human, j : basketbali_jlayer}: tall where j| John |  = j
In some constructs, the class to which an object belongs is not even mentioned. Consider 
examples (11-10).
C11-10)
a) it is high
b) it is tall
In such cases, we have to rely on the context to provide us with the type of things denoted 
by it.
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11.6 Analysis of the Intersective Approach
11.6.1 Summary of Intersective Approach
This chapter has been about providing a uniform semantic treatment of adjective-noun 
combmations. This was achieved by using types. We have shown that this approach can 
easily be extended to handle multiple-adjective phrases. We have also pointed out that the 
inconsistency of inferences involving adjectives results from insisting on representing all 
adjectives in a way similar to that of common nouns, intransitive verbs, or absolute 
adjectives, despite their ontological differences. This led to the conventional conclusion 
that adjectives are inherently complex. In our approach, the difference is captured by 
ascribing a uniform type to all members of the sets representing the denotations of 
common nouns, while adjective-representing sets may contain heterogeneous types.
Central to this uniform treatment of adjective phrases is our analysis that privative 
adjectives are no different from other role-modifying (or reference-modifying) adjectives, 
the so-called subsective adjectives.
An important by-product of this approach is the elimination of the co-extension problem 
without resorting to the notion of possible worlds. Thus, even in the case where all
singers are dancers and all dancers are singers, the two sets are not equal—i.e. they do 
not mean the same thing. This can be shown as follows:
( 11-11)
Singer-0: singer,..] t  Dancer={j: dancer,...}
A similar argument was put forward by Larson (see section 4.8) based on McConneli- 
Ginet’s work that failures of substitutivity are better explained not by considering 
alternative situations where individuals have a different property; rather, failure of
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substitutivity can better be explained by . assessing an added dimension in the given 
situation”, McConnell-Ginet (1982). That dimension, according to McComell-Ginet and 
Larson, is events.
We attained a similar result by considering types. As demonstrated in this chapter, using 
types we were even able to express complex expressions involving multiple adjectives. 
Farther, Larson had to “extend” the semantic of the variable e, (see section 4.8) to range 
over states in addition to events. Furthermore, Larson’s approach seems to work well 
with adjectives that can be paraphrased as adverbs, e.g. ‘beautiful’ as ‘beautifully’ and 
‘former’ as ‘formerly’. However, there are some constructs that cannot easily, if  at all, be 
adverbially paraphrased.
Finally, representations such as those of (11-11) might seem to have solved a problem 
and created another: it would not allow us to enquire about those individuals who are 
both singers and dancers. However, we still can get the intersection of arbitrary sets by 
“elevating” them to the nearest common type (in the case of singer and dancer this would 
be artist) or the type “x ”- In. either case, the intersection becomes permissible once both 
sets are of the same, higher type.
11.6.2 The Intersective Approach versus the Subsective approach
The subsective approach is characterized by its simplicity of representation. In this 
approach, set semantics remains as simple as in naive set theory.
However, with the apparent simplicity come some shortcomings. In the subsective 
approach, computation is possible with intersective readings only. Nevertheless, the bulk 
of adjectives in English, for example, are non-intersective. For this reason, the subsective 
approach requires that subsective and some consecutive adjectives in a compound be part
of the database hierarchy.
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Filially and most importantly, admitting adjectives to be of two classes contradicts the 
conventional view of “adjective” as a single (syntactic) group, and it is a weak argument 
for compositionality. This case is to be contrasted with the case of the intersective 
approach, where the compound is a fimction (i.e. a set intersection) o f its constituents. 
This result emphasizes the “unity” of adjectives. If this result is proved to be correct, it 
will be one of the arguments that demonstrate that natural language is systematic.
The disadvantage of the intersective approach lies in its use of types. The use of types 
complicates set semantics. Set operations must take type into consideration. Nonetheless, 
we believe since the intersective approach has a more expressive power than the 
subsective the complexity is natural. This is analogous to Proposition and Predicate 
Calculi. The former is simple yet lacks expressiveness, while the latter is more 
complicated yet expressively powerful.
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Chapter 12 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
12.1 Conclusion
We have presented two generalized approaches to the semantics of adjective-noun 
combinations. The first approach treats adjectives as subsectives. The second approach 
treats them as intersectives.
Both approaches were possible when the class of adjectives conventionally known as 
“privative” is considered to be subsective. In this view common nouns such as ‘gun’ are 
argued to have fake and real guns in their denotations. Both approaches make use of a 
type hierarchy. However, the intersective approach makes extensive use of types.
In both approaches, compositionality is maintained, more elegantly in the intersective 
approach. This is because for each syntactic rule there is a semantic rule and the meaning 
of a complex expression (adjective phrase) is a systematic function of its parts.
It is the conclusion of this work that adjectives are more systematic in their behaviour 
than originally thought and can be treated within set theory.
12.2 Future Work
The current work only dealt with adjective-noun combinations proper. Future research 
can proceed in three directions: 1) completion of the treatment of ail cases pertaining to 
adjective-noun combinations, 2) treatment o f other adjectival constructs; and, 3) 
treatment of all cases o f compound nominals.
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As for the first point, we mentioned that this work does not cover constructs contaiiimg 
adjectives such as ‘possible', and ‘potential'. We Muted that modal logic is a good 
candidate to undertake this task. If tMs view is correct, then the challenge is in integrating 
the modal approach with one of the approaches proposed here.
The second point pertains to other constructs where adjectives may occur, as 
demonstrated in the following examples:
a) That is Cinderella's old dress.
b) It is certain that taidng pMlosophy courses is a good choice.
(a) is connected with possessive forms. The sentence (a) is ambiguous since it can either 
be talking about the dress as being old in the absolute sense or old with respect to 
Cinderella possessing it. In (b), the adjective ‘certain’ modifies a proposition. In other 
words, what certain modifies is an abstract entity.
The third point pertains to general modification of nouns by adjectives, other nouns, or a 
combination of both, e.g., information retrieval system or computer book sale. It is
known that such constructs rely heavily on world knowledge. TMs has led many 
researchers to believe that an ontology is the first step towards a solution to this problem.
In all cases, the important issue of vague concepts and context-dq>endency must be taken 
into consideration. la  this work we have been, to some extent, under the assumption that 
predicates pick out referents within succinct boundaries. In reality this cannot be true, as 
Kamp and Partee (1995, p i29) put it, “probably almost every predicate is both vague and 
context-dependent to some degree”. Similar views are expressed in Varzi (2001). 
Therefore, vagueness and context-dependency must be taken seriously in order to 
produce competent NL systems.
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* Tke bulk of adjectives listed in this appendix comes from Siegel (1967).
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dependable, Mack, white, and red(e.g. red (Indian) man or maybe communist), 
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